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Shraban Sundari 
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Kazi Anirban for being an angel and sending me the priceless bio 

of Kazi Sabyasachi. 
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A few words for AGNISHATDAL 

by SHARMISHTHA BASU 

 

 

Let her be, with time she will bloom like a magnificent lotus. 

Spread her warmth, beauty and fragrance to those who will 

know her, respect her, love her and try not to violate her. 

 

Let her fire keep her, save and illuminate her, let her lotus 
spread beauty, fragrance all around her.  

 

The warmth of love, light of wisdom, knowledge, beauty of 

creativity and fragrance of peace become her more and more. 

 

May her journey be blessed and divine. 
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Shraddarghya- Salutations 
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Thousand salutes to Freedom Fighters 

Sharmishtha Basu 

 

The much hyped Indian Independence Day falls on 15th August, this year it is in 

the month of Shravana. So, it will be but fair to talk about those priceless beings 

who laid down their lives literally or metaphorically for the freedom of this country 

from United Kingdom, or Great Britain’s administration. 

 

Now, honestly, to me it is just another bad phase of Indian history, those 200 years 

of exploitation mainly, even though Britain has done great amount of good to 

Indian society but their tragedy was they lived in this country for 200 years but 

failed to become its part, they siphoned almost everything it had and then left the 

country after gifting us with a bloodbath in name of India-Pakistan split! So 

different from the people who came to India before them, barring a few of course, 

like Nadir Shah who wiped the country clean by a single attack, departed with the 

legendary peacock throne of Mughal emperors and the pride of India koh-i-noor  

diamond or Ahmad Shah Abdali whose favorite pastime was raiding India and 

departing with its treasures. Most of the people just like Aryans entered India as 

invaders but became its part, like Mughals and Greek, though Alexander left a  lot 

of Greeks stayed behind and became a part of India. Some of them worshipped 

Hindu Deities too, like Heliodores. 

 

Maybe that is why this specific independence is so hyped about or it is just a 

gimmick to keep us distracted, but that hardly downplays the immense sacrifice of 

those men and women who died or sacrificed their youth, living days to liberate 

their motherland. 
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If only we had respected their sacrifices and had been able to realize the beautiful, 

glorious India they dreamt about! It is not too late though, even now, if we boot out 

all existing politicians, write the laws and other rules of this country afresh we 

have a chance to build a healthier, less corrupted country. But for that we will need 

willing citizens, which  I fear is quite tough to be found in that abundance. 

 

In 70 years of Kaliyug in its full glory most of the honest people have either died, 

fled or forgotten to protest the rules of corruption, forget about uniting to change 

things almost from scratch. 

 

So, let’s just bow our head to those jewels of human beings and say though we are 

worthless descendants still we thank you from our heart for everything you had for 

our happiness and freedom. May our next generation become like you! 
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Kazi Sabyasachi the artist with golden voice 

Original by Kazi Anirban 

Translated by Sharmishtha Basu 

 

When we Bengalis think about artists who have left their irreplaceable marks on 

the art of oration, recitation one of the first names that comes to our mind is the 

name of Kazi Sabyasachi. He was the third son of legendary Bengali poet Kazi 

Nazrul Islam, called “sani” by his intimate people, a name given to him by his 

father whose favorite leader was Saniyat Khan. Kazi Sabyasachi shared in his own 

memories of childhood that he was very obstinate and once he cried for so long 

that he sort of created a record in that field. 

 

He took birth on 9th October 1929 (23rd Ashwin 13336 of Bangla calendar), 

Wednesday in Kolkata (8/1 Panbagan). He studied in “Adarsh Bani Mandir”, 

“Town School” and finally in Jaipuria College. 

 

His own version about his academic career was, “We were sent to school at a bit 

older age, because father hated forcing education on small children, though a 

teacher came regularly at home to teach us, I was very good in studies, performed 

well every year.” 

 

He was brilliant in sports too, especially football. He has shared, “I made quite a 

reputation in sports during my college days, especially in football and badminton, a 

little bit in Table Tennis too.” 

 

Well, that was not all, he was a very good singer too, when Kazi Nazrul gave 

music to one of his poems (his songs are still very, very famous in Bengal, it takes 

a lot of skill to sing one- especially in classical singing field) he used to ask 
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Sabyasachi and Aniruddha- his two sons to sing them for him, and corrected the 

songs while hearing them.  

 

Is the list complete yet? No, he played brilliant piano and accordion too, to the 

level that he accordion played with his brother Kazi Aniruddha when his Hawaiian 

guitar album (back then records) was recorded.  

 

They both were child artists of Kolkata Radio Station, then he joined it as an 

announcer. His voice’s magic captivated his audience instantly, next he became 

intrigued in recitation. When his record “Bidrohi- the rebel” his father’s legendary 

poem’s recitation came out he became famous instantly (if you have heard it you 

will know how much he deserved it!). His fame spread in Bengal, India and world. 

His fame as an artist just kept escalating after that. He was invited to Soviet Russia 

and was widely admired by the audience there. 

 

He left earth for his heavenly abode on 2nd March 1979, in Kolkata (Chittaranjan 

Hospital). 

 

This is more or less the translation of the scans send by Kazi Anirban, the artist’s 

nephew, a few words from me, the whole-hearted admirer of this divine artist! I 

remember listening to “The rebel- bidrohi” when I was an itsy bitsy baby, even 

then his voice overwhelmed me, I could not understand what he was talking about 

but his feelings are so genuine, so earnest that it will touch the very core of your 

soul when you listen to it. He is one of those rare artists who can absolutely 

captivate you. Through the years I have heard him again and again and again, 

with better understanding of the poems he has recited and yet, when it comes to 
those poems- he is the one who adds the golden aura to them by his magical skill. 

 

You will get his mp3 files all over the internet just google, that is how I stumbled 

upon his golden hearted nephew, who generously shared his bio and people say 

celebrities are always arrogant! When I started looking for his bio I discovered 
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that there were none. It was really shocking, then I surfed internet for hours 

hoping I will get something, somewhere- nada! Then I mustered up my courage 

and wrote an email to Kazi Anirban and my jaw almost dropped when he replied! 

He very sweetly promised me that he will find out (!) a scanned page he has 

somewhere and send it to me! They still make people like him! Well he did and 
here is my clumsy translation.  

 

Kazi Anirban 

You will be able to check out his works and bio here: 

 

https://www.indianartideas.in/artist-profile/anirban-kazi/378 

http://vevaart.com/kazi-anirban.php 
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Stories reflections and thoughts 
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 Adarsha The Water Saver  

by Hemdiva Dev 

Adarsha looked at the sky from the window, the sun was bright and she felt the 

heat. Dry air brushed roughly against her delicate skin. "Mom, please!", she cried. 

 

Her Mom glanced at her and answered, "Next time, my Sonu". 

 

Adarsha looked at the sun once more, than she felt something move near the 

window's glass.  

"Nooooo....!", she screamed spotting a lizard. The lizard stood still, like staring her. 

 

Adarsha rushed towards her mom, who sat next to the table fan. The fan gave cool 

air but not cool enough like the pool. She sat beside her mom and hugged her.  

 

Mom wiped sweat from Adarsha's  forehead, and kissed her cheek. She cupped her 

cheek and said, "Sonu, you know that we don't get water every day. We have 

hardly water left for cooking. If we use that water to fill your pool, we won't have 

anything to cook food. What will we eat?" 

 

Adarsha listened carefully but she didn't care about the food, all she wished was to 

play in the pool! She pouted her lips and looked at the empty pool. She had insisted 

and mom got it last year from the mall, a green colour plastic pool for kids. But 

ever since then, she only got to use it twice! She enjoyed it so much! Her own 

pool, like it was specially made for her. And when mom filled it with cool water, 

she had a blast!  

 

A drop of sweat running down her forehead got her out of her dream world. "I'm 

going to the playground!", she announced and ran to the door. 
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"Don't play for long in the sun!', she heard mom call from behind. Down the stairs 

and crossing few buildings, the playground came to sight. Adarsha tried her best to 

avoid the sun by walking below the roofs, of the stores that came in the way. 

Reaching the gate, someone called her name. It was Mrunal, her friend, who came 

waving.  

 

Adarsha was delighted to see her and smiled from ear to ear. Both the girls rushed 

pass the gate holding hands.  

 

The playground was as silent as their History class. Where was everyone? 

 

"No one's here!", Adarsha was astonished. "I knew there would be no one here!", 

Mrunal's words made her shock. "How did you know that?", Adarsha was curious. 

 

"I called Gauri, Rekha and Reema, to ask if they would like to play but none of 

them agreed!", Mrunal said with a sad face. 

 

The sun had heated everything, every ride, the slide, swing and the sand! It was 

difficult to play so the girls went back home. 

 

At home, the pool made Adarsha sad again. She pulled her mom's hand and 

pleaded, "Please mom!", pointing to the empty pool. 

 

Mom was smart, she knew how to solve it. She agreed to let Adarsha play in the 

pool but, not until the evening. To which, Adarsha agreed because she had no other 

choice. She rested on her chair and fell asleep. She got up after a long time. 

 

The hour hand touched seven and Adarsha hurried to her mom. "Pool! Pool!", she 

cried.  
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"Okay...", mom answered calmly and headed to the kitchen. She returned with a 

big can of water.  

Standing near the pool, she lifted the already opened can and was about pour the 

water. But she paused suddenly and looked at Adarsha. Adarsha raised her hands 

in confusion.  

 

Mom seemed to be thinking something, she kept the can on the floor. Adarsha 

asked, "What happened mom?" 

 

"I was thinking... If you can sleep today without food?", Mom sounded serious. 

 

"Why?", Adarsha asked still unclear. 

 

"I guess  you can live without dinner" 

 

Adarsha didn't answer at all. "You need the pool now, right?", mom asked. 

 

"Yes... But what about dinner?" 

 

"See we only have this can of water left in the house. Due to water cuts, we need to 

use water wisely. And if i fill the pool, we won't have water to cook. But that 

would be okay, playing in the pool is a wise decision", Mom explained. 

 

Adarsha thought for a while but she couldn't decide. 

 

Mom asked, "You aren't hungry, are you?' 

 

Adarsha felt her stomach growl, she was hungry! She didn't answer. 
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Mom lifted the can once again and before she could pour, Adarsha screamed, 

"No....!" 

 

Mom stopped at once. Adarsha held her mom's hand and said, "I'm hungry!" 

"Than the pool?" 

 

"I'll play when we have water, if we ever have!", Adarsha said sadly. 

 

"My poor baby! We will have water if we save it..", mom hugged Adarsha. 

 

"How?", Adarsha asked in a low voice. 

 

"Remember, you played in the pool all this week... Then you stained your new 

clothes while playing... A lot of water was used in the pool and to wash your 

clothes", Mom answered. 

 

Adarsha looked upset. 

 

"Oh, don't be upset. If you play in the pool once a week, take care that your clothes 

don't get soiled while playing... We will save a lot of water!", mom smiled. 

 

"True? 

 

"Yes!", mom kissed her, "You're not responsible for water cuts but you can be a 

'Water Saver'" 

 

Adarsha had changed. She saved water. Mom gave her more and more ideas to 

save water. She encouraged her friends to do so as well. Soon water cuts didn't 

affect them and they lived happily ever after. 
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HEMDIVA DEV 

 

Hemdiva is a young author. She loves reading as much as writing. She writes a 

blog at wordpress (http://momsprincesspari.wordpress.com) and has also 

published children's books. Her books can be found at 

(http://getBook.at/HemdivasBook) 

 

Social links: 

facebook- http://facebook.com/Hemdiva.Author 

 

Twitter- @Hemdiva_Author 

Amazon- http://viewAuthor.at/Hemdiva 

 

Few Words from Agnishatdal ( aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu): 

Hemdiva Dev is a very huge hearted little girl, I remember meeting her in a site, 

where she voluntarily broke the ice (which is very rare outside wordpress) and 

voted my works, she is a very talented writer, don’t go by her age! 

  

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fmomsprincesspari.wordpress.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFcrlNSU63_MAysBFPtJidmzTK2rg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2FgetBook.at%2FHemdivasBook&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFrSF48CUyJgLh3S2FrE17FKlyHKw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Ffacebook.com%2FHemdiva.Author&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEBpIPI8_w-hYRoYs2i9IvL5c57rg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2FviewAuthor.at%2FHemdiva&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFsmGV3QOssGoYdIrNF8MaZg9n28A
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The Monkey Incident 

By Brieuc Martin Onraet 

 

 

I dislike monkeys. Totally personal. I am fully aware that essentializing monkeys 

is quite possibly unfair. There is a remote, very remote chance that there are nice 

monkeys. A few. Somewhere. I have not met them. So I stand firm: I dislike 

monkeys. 

 

 Two in the afternoon in the magical house on the West African coast. Siesta 

time! My parents and little sister were upstairs napping away the hottest hour of 
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the day. For me the equivalent of “home alone”! I was downstairs with a 

magnificent view to the garden/jungle that surrounded the house, and the sea 

beyond. Palm trees swaying in the soft sea breeze. Not a sound about the house. 

For some strange reason, the sliding glass doors were closed. But what does one 

care about the heat when one is seven or eight? 

 

 I was reading for the umpteenth time “Le lotus bleu”, a Tintin masterpiece. 

Bracing myself for the inevitable ending when Tintin and his new friend Chang 

part at the harbour in Shanghai. I had shed a tear the first time I’d read it. One is 

allowed to cry at seven or eight, right? Just a bit. 

 

 But the end of the Lotus bleu was still far away. I was on page 48, where 

Tintin and Chang have their picture taken near an old temple, and as all Tintin 

specialists know, the camera hides a machine-gun, and Tintin is treacherously shot, 

when a movement outside caught my eye. A reddish-brown movement on the 

crazy-pavement terrace. I looked up to the terrace and dropped my Tintin album on 

the floor! A large monkey was strolling on the terrace! No Boogle then but I knew 

it was a baboon. Probably a Guinea baboon. (I just checked the exact brand). We 

did live outside Conakry, Guinea. The Guinea baboon model have a reddish fur, 

the face black. Weigh about 30 to 60 pounds. Kikipedia terms them the smallest 

baboon. I don’t know where they get their information. This monkey looked big to 

me! (I’ll come back to that) 

 

 I moved quietly to the glass windows and watched the monkey, fascinated. It 

was strolling in this particular ambling gait of baboons. I was glad the doors were 

closed. Though we did not exactly live in the jungle, there were sometimes 

interesting animals outside. Snakes, some of them deadly. Some just impressive: 

Soriba the Soussou cook had just killed a 9-10 ft python in the garden a few weeks 

before. Much bigger than I was. Of course, it was all a better pretext to go out in 

the garden with my sister and play explorers. 

 

 Now this was the real thing! A mighty baboon! Wow! The monkey walked a 

bit, sat, turned around, walked a bit. Sat. And so forth. 
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 Right then, to the left of the terrace, my cat Têtu, came trotting. Unaware. 

Têtu means stubborn in French. A fitting name for that cat. Concerned, I was 

watching the cat coming towards the monkey. Totally unprepared. The cat, not the 

monkey. Têtu was trotting in his usual careless cat fashion when he came nose to 

nose to the monkey.  

 

 The cat screeched. Arched. All hair standing. Turned around and ran for his 

life! The baboon started running after MY cat! OMG! The cat found a palm tree 

somewhere. Made for it. Climbed to the crown at lightning speed. Bad choice. 

Since Têtu had never met 

 

a monkey before, he did not realize that monkeys are ve-ry good climbers… The 

wretched baboon started climbing the palm-tree slowly, steadily. When he reached 

the crown, he picked the cat by the neck and dropped it to the ground! Some 

twenty-thirty feet below! The cat landed in a metal wheelbarrow with a loud and 

clear “BANG”. Jumped back out of the wheelbarrow and fled. At least it was alive. 

 

 Me? I was mad! How could this monkey do that to MY cat? Revenge and 

retribution were in order. I ran – stealthily to not wake up anyone – to my room. I 

donned my cowboy coveralls. Fake leather with fringes. Strapped on my pistol 

belt. Real leather. With plastic copper-like bullets. I checked my Civil War Colt 

revolver replica. Black metal barrel. Wooden handle. (Blessed days when plastic 

had not invaded everything). Checked the powder paper caps. Not real bullets, 

unfortunately. A shame. Caps would have to do. Put on my hat. Not a cowboy hat, 

an Aussie hat, you know the kind: two flaps, button one flap to the top. Burn only 

one ear in the sun, not two. Very cool. I grabbed my trusted  suction dart rifle. I 

had only three suction darts but I figured that would be enough. 

 Walked downstairs to the kitchen. Where was the cook? Probably napping 

too. I was on my own! I opened the kitchen door, and went out in the open to 

avenge my poor cat. 
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 I walked stealthily around the house, a miniature James Stewart o Gary 

Cooper, bent slightly forward, holding my trusted rifle in both hands. Close to the 

walls. Making no noise. (Barefeet). Searching for the wretched monkey. 

 

 Turned the first corner. On the lookout. Nothing. No monkey. No cat. 

Turned the second corner. Walked along the crazy-pavement terrace. Nothing. 

Turned the third corner behind the kitchen. I was back to where I’d started. Not a 

soul.  

 The sun was hot. I lifted my Aussie hat to wipe the sweat from my brow. 

When… 

 I felt a scratch, or a tickle on my neck. 

 I turned around slowly… 

 And found myself nose to nose with the grinning, upright monkey. Just 

about my height (a BIG monkey. Forget Kikipedia!) I jumped, screamed, turned 

around in mid-air, dropped my rifle and ran for my life! 

 

 I ran and I ran, the infamous animal trotting calmly behind me. I thought: 

“tree”? No. No. Not tree. Door. Yes! Find a door. And still the monkey was 

running behind me at a steady rhythm. 

 I’m not sure how many times I ran around the house, twice? Thrice? Maybe 

just once, until I found a door, opened it. Barged in and shut the door slam behind 

me… 

 Panting I ran upstairs calling for my parents. When in dire straits, that’s what 

parents are for, right? I woke them up. Told them about the monkey, the chase, 

mine and the monkey’s. The latter definitely more successful. We all went 

downstairs, then out, my father leading the way. His job. Searched everywhere. No 

monkey. I was already sensing that they did not believe me. You know the kind of 

unspoken comment: “That boy has a vivid imagination!” 
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 Fortunately my credibility was restored a few days later, when the 

abominable monkey came back to the garden with my mother present. The cook 

chased the monkey away with a broom. I hadn’t thought about a broom. Darn! 

Turns out the baboon was some kind of a “pet” to a neighbouring Minister, Trade 

or Foreign affairs or something, escaped regularly from his cage – the monkey not 

the Minister - and took great joy in scaring the household. And neighbours! And 

little boys and harmless cats. 

 The cat came back alive the next day. Limping and with a – very – foul 

mood. But from then on, we were comrades in arms, the cat and I. And totally 

agreed on one major issue: we did not like monkeys. 
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BRIEUC MARTIN ONRAET- THE AUTHOR 

 

Brian Martin-Onraet was born of French parents in Pakistan, a few years after the 

Partition. He was later raised in Africa and educated in France and America. A 

marketing consultant by trade, he has taken writing as a hobby. He now lives in 

Mexico with his wife, a researcher, and their cat Miao Zedong. You can visit 
Brian’s blog at: 

 

https://equinoxio21.wordpress.com/ 

 

Few Words from Agnishatdal ( aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu): 

Brian is well… what can I say about a person with such amazing talents? He is a 

brilliant writer, an enviable photographer with eye for the very best models! You 

will have to read his blogs to enjoy his way of telling stories- adding magical 

photographs (his collection is downright enviable) to go along. If you love 
photographs and different cultures his blog is your dream destination.  

https://equinoxio21.wordpress.com/
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CARNATION FLOWER REFLECTION 

BY CAROLYN PAGE 

 

 
 

A hop, step, and a jump; that’s all it takes, and there you are somewhere other 

than where you were.  

Quite good; don’t you think? Yes, Dear Ones, quite good.  

Do you think of a ‘time machine’ when reading the above? Yes? No? 

Indeed, Dear Hearts, we were not thinking of a time machine when we spoke these 

words; no, Dear Ones, no indeed. We were thinking of a reality, Dear Hearts. Yes, 
a reality bespeaking of you. That’s right; a reality of thought, Dear Heart.  

It doesn’t take any imagination to jump in a time machine. No, indeed it does not. 

However, it does require an imagination to jump from one reality of thought to 

another, indeed. 

Does this make sense, dear one; to use the imagination to jump from reality to 

reality? (She who types does not believe we are making sense, indeed, Dear Heart. 
Is this not so?) 
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I ‘am’ having difficulty keeping up with you. So yes, it’s not quite making sense 

to me. 

However, dear one, be that as it may we shall continue with our story. Yes? 

Yes, please do. 

Yes, Dear Heart, we will continue…. Now we have lost our train of thought, so to 
speak. Oh yes, there it is!  

To continue, Dear Hearts: 

Thought requires imagination. Does it not? Indeed we hear you say; yes. Good, 

Dear Ones, we agree. To jump from one thought to another requires imagination. 

Yes, Dear Hearts, we agree. The Little One is, once again, lost. Are you not, Dear 
Heart? 

Yes, you could say I’m a little lost. But please proceed: 

Right, yes, Dear Heart, we will proceed. 

Are you not now jumping from one thought to another, Dear Heart? 

Yes, I am. However, this is happening because I’m typing, as well as trying to 

keep up with the train of thought you are putting forward. 

And this is a difficulty for you, Dear Heart? 

You might say that; yes. 

We shall stop confusing you then, Dear Heart, and explain: 

Thought requires imagination. Thought without imagination is no thing; it is a non 

thought. Can you have a non thought, Dear Heart? No, dear one, this is an 
impossibility. So what is it we are saying? 

Thought, or imagination, is a reality. Indeed it is, Dear Heart. Are you now 
understanding, Dear Heart? 

Yes, I believe I am. You are suggesting that thought is a reality. 

Indeed, Dear Heart. For those who do not understand, we say:  
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You, your consciousness, is a reality. Indeed, you, Dear Heart, are a reality; a 
conscious reality. A reality made of thought.  

You, in reality, do not have a body, Dear Heart, no. In reality, dear one, you are a 

consciousness; an ever living consciousness. Is this not so, Dear Heart? (We speak 
with our dear one, Carolyn.) 

Yes, I believe this to be true. I am a consciousness. I am thought. 

And how do you know this, Dear Heart? 

I am that part of me that thinks. That part of me ‘within’ that I know to be real. I 

am that I am. 

Indeed, Dear Heart, you are that which is unseen. Yes? 

Yes._______________________________ 

_______ 

© Carolyn Page – ABC of Spirit Talk/Light Workers of the World 

ABC of Spirit Talk - https://abcofspiritalk.net/       

Light Workers of the World - https://lightworkersoftheworld.net/  
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CAROLYN PAGE THE AUTHOR 

 
 

Carolyn Page - ABC of Spirit Talk / Light Workers of the World 

ABC of Spirit Talk/Light Workers of the World 

ABC of Spirit Talk - https://abcofspiritalk.net/       

Light Workers of the World - https://lightworkersoftheworld.net/  

 

Australian born, Carolyn has always felt somewhat different. It wasn't until her 

early thirties she understood why. During a rather distressing time in her life spirit 

made themselves known to her. Since that time she has come to know them as The 

Collective Consciousness. Through them she now writes primarily in her blog 

'Light Workers of the World' having begun 'ABC of Spirit Talk' some 5 years past. 

She welcomes you to visit with her on both blogs where you will find many things 

of interest; particularly if you are one such as she - someone who wishes to be 

continually improving one's self. 
 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu) 

When I first visited Carolyn’s blogs she was writing “reflections” on daily basis, 

and once I started reading them I became absolute fan of her wisdom, her brilliant 

grasp of human nature. I could see myself in so many of her reflections! Being 

really curious about human nature and psychology I kept reading them till the end, 
then she took a long hiatus and am I glad to see her back! 
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PHOTOGRAPHER LISA OJANPERA 
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ARYABHATA 

BY TROY DAVID LOY 

 

Aryabhata: Superstar of Science 

 

Aryabhata astronomer and mathematician, he lived during the Gupta empire’s 

waning years, as the fierce Hunas swept down from the North.   

 

Given the sobriquet “Asmakiya,” he’s thought to have been born in the area of 

South Gujarat and North Maharashtra, then Asmaka country. By his own 

reckoning, some 3600 years into the Kali Yuga, about 499 CE at the age of only 

23, he had composed his only known surviving work. He studied and lived much 

of his life in Pataliputra, the imperial capital, now Patna, then in Magadha country, 

now Bihar.  

 

Aryabhata has been mentioned as teaching at university there, and has been 

mentioned as kulapa (head of institution) at least once. He may have supervised the 

University of Nalanda at Pataliputra perhaps until his death at 74 in 550 CE. In his 

illustrious career in teaching and research, he was the author of several other 

works, none confirmed as having lasted to the present day except through the 

commentary, quotations, or criticisms of his contemporaries and those who 

followed in the intervening centuries.   

 

The Aryabhatiya (not his own title): A text on astronomy and mathematics, it’s 

also known as Asmakatantra (“the Asmaka’s treatise”) by Bhaskara I, or 

Aryasatasasta, “Aryabhata’s 108” for its number of main verses. The text, 

composed in Sanskrit poetic meter for mnemonic purposes, is minimal but 

expanded on by commentary since then.  
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There are four chapters:  

 

Gitikala: Offers a cosmology and units of deep time, kalpa, manvantra, and yuga; 

gives a table of sines (“half-chords”) in one verse.  

 

Ganita: Here are place value numbers from 1 to 9 given; geometric progressions; 

rules for square and cube roots; quadratic, simultaneous, and indeterminate 

equations; an approximation of pi given as 3.1416.  

 

Kalakriya: This gives the length of year, month, day, smaller units of time; 

Aryabhata in this chapter seems to suggest the rotation of the earth on its axis 

rather than the revolution of the celestial sphere about the earth; he gives a seven-

day week, each day named.  

 

Gala: Here are given matters of the celestial sphere; features of the ecliptic; day 

and night’s causes; shape and composition of the earth; He uses the term “Lanka" 

in this chapter for a point on the earth’s equator, not the island of Sri Lanka. 

“Ujjain” here is given as the location 23 degrees directly north of this.  

 

So accurate was Aryabhata’s mathematical paradigm that an 18th century visitor to 

Pondicherry, Guillaume Le Gentil, found that his own figures for the duration of 

the August 30, 1765 eclipse exceeded it by 68 seconds, while Aryabhata’s methods 

were short by only 41 seconds, a difference in results of 107 seconds with greater 

error using Le Gentil’s calculations!  

 

Conclusion: Some of Aryabhata’s earliest commentary comes from the work of his 

contemporary Varahamihira, his 7th century disciple Bhaskara I, and those who 

would follow in centuries after, like Brahmagupta and Al-Biruni. A statue of him 

stands at the front of IUCAA at Pune, and India’s first commercial orbital satellite 
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was named after him. As first in a long line of famous Indian scientists and 

mathematicians, born in a golden age of learning and scholarship, few of his era 

have achieved lasting renown as he has. I consider him, not to be the Isaac Newton 

of ancient India, but rather Newton to be the Aryabhata of the early Modern age. 

That, I think, is the better comparison.  

 

References:  

Aryabhata: His Name, Time and Provenance (K.V. Sarma: Indian Journal of 

History of Science) 

(https://web.archive.org/web/20100331152303/http://www.new.dli.ernet.in/rawdat

aupload/upload/insa/INSA_1/20005b67_105.pdf)  

 

The Aryabhatiya of Aryabhata (Clark, 1930) 

(https://archive.org/details/The_Aryabhatiya_of_Aryabhata_Clark_1930)  

 

Aryabhata (Wikipedia) (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aryabhata)  

 

Copyright 2016 by Troy David Loy  

  

https://web.archive.org/web/20100331152303/http:/www.new.dli.ernet.in/rawdataupload/upload/insa/INSA_1/20005b67_105.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20100331152303/http:/www.new.dli.ernet.in/rawdataupload/upload/insa/INSA_1/20005b67_105.pdf
https://archive.org/details/The_Aryabhatiya_of_Aryabhata_Clark_1930
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aryabhata
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TROY DAVID LOY 

 

 

 

Troy David Loy is an American student and writer with a love for things Indian, 

creating fractal art, and science. He is owned by two cats, Mr. Eccles and Ricky, 

and is engaged in a program of lifelong learning in an attempt to make sense of an 

increasingly irrational world. He is the author of Dirge: A Short SF Story available 

at  

https://www.amazon.com/Dirge-short-Troy-David-Loy-ebook/dp/B00XMS1ZJ2  

He can be found online @Troythulu on Twitter and on his blog The Call of 

Troythulu at http://kestalusrealm.wordpress.com   

 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu)  

 

Troy is a scholar who won my heart by his keen interest in Bengali, which is my 

soft spot, I really love this language and am glad that it is my mother tongue. He 

knows quite a handful of languages, creates amazing fractals and generously shares 

them with his friends, those fractals! I wish I could create one like them! 

I love his quirky yet genuine way of writing. 

https://www.amazon.com/Dirge-short-Troy-David-Loy-ebook/dp/B00XMS1ZJ2
http://kestalusrealm.wordpress.com/
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A POEM BY LISA OJANPERA 
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Lisa Ojanpera 

 

Lisa Ojanpera is a freelance writer and blogger. She is happily married with four 

daughters, a couple of cats and a dog. When her hands are not busy with family, 

she can be found crafting poetry and searching for pictures through her camera's 

lens. She loves to garden and her home is surrounded with lovely blooms during 

the very lengthy growing season on the Gulf Coast of the US.   

 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu) :  Well, I 

have been a fan of Lisa’s amazing works since I started reading her works in 

undergroundenergy.wordpress.com but sadly, due to the attacks of trolls she had to 

shut that site down and at present she is planning about her return to blog’o’sphere. 

 

She is a wonderful poet, one of a kind, a musician and a terrific photographer! You 

will see in her works in Agnishatdal how talented she is. 

 

She may join husband Jonathan Ojanpera’s website aculturebent.wordpress.com 

but that project is stalled for some reason, hope Johnny will let me know when he 

starts it again, because as far as I know I too am a very proud part of it!  
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TIGER REFLECTION 

BY CAROLYN PAGE 

 

So you want to know what’s new. I can tell you a thing or two!  

So what’s new? Nothing really; no, there is really nothing new!  

We all like to think that there is something new around every corner; however, 

when we go around the corner we generally find the same set of circumstances 

before us.  

That is right, my friends. We will find the same set of circumstances following us 

about wherever we go.  

And why is this so?  

This is so because; in order to learn from a particular condition we need to place 

ourselves into the same set of circumstances in order for the lesson to be learned. 

We may find ourselves addressing similar people, similar conditions, and a similar 

outcome over and over again. This will occur until we have learned whatever those 
conditions were to teach us.  

Indeed, my friends, we will constantly find ourselves walking around corners only 
to be presented with the same conditions. 

How can we stop this constant?  

We can stop this by allowing ourselves firstly to understand that the same set of 

conditions will prevail until we can stop this from occurring, by learning the 
lesson.  

And how do we ‘learn the lesson’?  

We learn the lesson by realising that indeed there is a lesson to be learned.  

This conscious understanding will begin the learning process. It is only when we 

do not stop to wonder why the same, or similar conditions prevail within our lives, 
that we become ‘stuck’.  
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Yes, my friends, we can become stuck in a constant that will prevail forever, should 

we not become consciously aware that in order to stop this constant we need to 
become aware of it within our lives.  

Once this has been achieved the rest shall become history as we ponder our 
choices of behaviour.  

We can allow ourselves to then modify our behaviour; and, with trial and error, 
allow ourselves to absorb the learning, and move on. 

_______ 

© Carolyn Page – ABC of Spirit Talk/Light Workers of the World 

ABC of Spirit Talk - https://abcofspiritalk.net/       

Light Workers of the World - https://lightworkersoftheworld.net/ 
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PHOTOGRAPHER DOMINIC S. COLLUCCI 
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Dominic S. Collucci 

My name is Dom Colucci. I am a writer and a poet. I have written three books as I 

am an author as well. 

I was inspired by a man named David Robert Ord who is the Director of Editors at 

Namaste Publishing in Vancouver, Canada. He has written to me when I sent my 

first manuscript, The Tree Becomes A Soul that obviously I have talent in what I 

am doing and urged me to self publish this book. It is about a journey with poems 

that I did during my meditation sessions. 

 

My second book I shifted gears into romance and wrote another book called The 

Love of My Life. This book was read by the editors at Lulu Publishing and this is 

what they had to say, "In closing, I found your poems fanciful, sincere, and filled 

with wanderlust. Your line breaks are impeccable as is your timing. It’s a fine 

debut collection. Well done." This book is about a romantic journey with the love 

of one's Soul*. I was inspired by a painting my father did many years ago of two 

dancers under a moonlit night seeking the romantic passion of the moon up above. 

 

My third book I remained in the romantic mood and it was a continuation of the 

second book. This books name is Love Continues from within and as well I did it 

in romantic journey format with many poems and love quotes comparable to a man 

I love to read from always, Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi. How he talks to the heart 

and Soul* of those that read into him. This book's editor was a woman and this is 

what she had to say as well, "This book has the potential to pull at the heartstrings 

of the reader." 

 

I am inspired by the love of nature as I have climbed many mountains in the past 7 

years and listen attentively which captivates me always from within as I know it 

comes from the Soul*. 

 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu):  

Dominic Collucci is full of Zen wisdom, unfortunately I can’t grasp it! But I have 

learnt a bit about it from him by constantly pestering. He is an amazing poet, his 

poems on nature as so vivid that you will feel that you are actually there! Apart 

from that his photographs well… you will be seeing that in the magazine, how 

amazing they are!  
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Midnight Tolls 

By Gayle Walters Rose 

 

 

Midnight tolls and those awake are grieving 

Loss, lament, the dark, make all seem sharper 

Shadow-outlined sorrow feels believing 

Thought-inflicted loops become a carper 

  

Diminished hope has shriveled with the gloom 

Alone, denied another’s caring soul 

Deep gray blots out the shining of the moon 

Out to the depths, wading beyond the shoals 

  

Wee hours slowly pace an endless sentence 

Of cheer removed from hearts congealed with pain 

And allocate themselves to life’s repentance 

Belittled by illusion’s veiling bane 

At last deep sleep gives nodding rest a chance 

And dreams prevail that lift that veil to dance 

 

@ Gayle Walters Rose; All Rights Reserved   
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PHOTOGRAPHER DOMINIC S. COLLUCCI 
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Platitudes 

By Gayle Walters Rose 

Here is something I wrote addressing politics: 

Platitudes  

Frost 

permeates 

throughout, 

its tentacles 

of ice 

preventing 

us to dance. 

A dullness 

accompanies 

this plague, 

a migraine that 

thuds and 

bellows 

oblivion. 

Plodding 

along, our 

feet leaden, 

our thinking 

caustic and 

sickened 

by the erosion 
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of our being, 

opaque rime 

lingers .  

Inching along, 

ever so slowly, 

a provocative 

drama is being 

played out. 

The elected 

actors merely 

puppets of a 

higher power. 

(A higher 

power...not a 

power looking 

out for our best 

interests.) 

An avalanche 

of platitudes 

has taken 

our warmth, 

our quickness, 

our life force, 

our Source.  

@ Gayle Walters Rose; All Rights Reserved 
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Gayle Walters Rose 

 

 

Gayle Walters Rose was born and raised in Orlando, Florida, U.S.A. along with 

five siblings.  She currently resides in Sebastian, FL, a small community on the 

east coast nestled along the Indian River that feeds into the Atlantic Ocean.  She 

is the mother of two daughters and grandmother to Mira who all live in Sebastian.  

She has been writing about true life experiences, musings of the spirit, her former 

ashram life and the occasional fiction since August of 2010 at Bodhirose's Blog 

(bodhirose.wordpress.com).  She has been published in the Orlando Sentinel and 

Nain Rouge. She recently joined a local writing group of women who meet on the 

porch of the late poet, novelist and essayist Laura Riding Jackson’s preserved 

home nearby and call themselves The Porch Writers. 

 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu)   

Gayle Walters Rose is one of those persons who are full of sweetness and wisdom. 

She was really hesitant to try poetry but once she started writing it she started 

shining like a star in the sky of poetry. In one word her poetry is amazing! 

  

https://bodhirose.wordpress.com/
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THE ROCK OF STATECRAFT 

BY RAGHUNANDAN KUPPUSWAMY 

(April 9, 2014 ) 

 

‘My Lord, there is one of our men – he is here to see you. He says he has 
something important to convey,’ the Vizier informed the Raja.  

The man ushered in paid his respects to the Raja and the Vizier and said in a 
hushed voice: 
‘Maharaja, Raja of Avanti is hosting in his palace Raja of Matsya. They are holding 
protracted discussions behind closed doors. They eat together; go out together 
for hunting, watching exhibition of martial arts…’  

This was not good news. Both the kingdoms – Avanti and Matsya – have been 
giving pinpricks to the kingdom of Vatsa across its western borders. Through 
other sources too growing belligerency on their part was unmistakably observed 
in recent times. No open hostilities yet. Vatsa had large enough army of soldiers, 
horses and elephants to take on any aggression from Avanti or Matsya, but not 
both together.  

‘It is reliably learnt as soon as rains let up and the waters of Tarangini – a wild 
tributary of River Narmada – abate, they plan to make their moves against Vatsa, 
their target of long standing.’ 
Tarangini separated Vatsa from Avanti and Matsya on the west. During monsoon, 
its waters were treacherous causing grief to anyone who ventured to cross over. 

Raja of Vatsa stood silently taking time to digest this piece of intelligence. 
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The Vizier sent the man away instructing him to keep his eyes and ears open for 
any further development. 

‘What do we do now?’ the Raja wordlessly quizzed his Vizier. 

‘Maharaja, give me some time to think,’ the Vizier read his Raja’s mind. 

The following morning: 

‘Maharaja, could you please call the Peshkar (the Royal Treasurer)?’ 

Trusting his Vizier implicitly, the Raja summoned the Peshkar.  

‘Sir, would be kind enough to fetch two really good diamonds?’ Vizier addressed 
the Peshkar. 

‘You’ll not regret it, Maharaja,’ explained the Vizier. 

The diamonds were brought nestled in soft silk.  

The Royal Scribe was summoned next and a message was dictated. He knew 
enough to curb his curiosity and do as ordered with the intriguing message. 

The Raja too couldn’t make out where this was going.  

The Scribe produced two identical messages. 

The Vizier brought those messages for the Raja to fix his royal seal.  

Two identical pouches were procured. In each was placed a diamond Peshkar had 
brought and a message copy prepared by the Scribe and signed by the Raja. 

The pouches were secured against tamper and given to two messengers with 
instructions to reach them safely to the Raja’s of Avanti and Matsya as personal 
gifts from Raja of Vatsa . A month’s time was adequate for the gifts to be 
presented to the Raja’s right on the occasion of Navrathri.  

‘But where is the Rock of Trichy? You mentioned it in the message,’ asked the 
Raja. ’In fact I was not even aware we had one with us.’ 
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‘Of course in Trichy, Maharaja,’ the Vizier winked.  

A clueless Raja walked away shaking his head and hoping for the best.  

On the first day of Navrathri: 

The Raja’s of Avanti and Matsya in their respective kingdoms were surprised to 
receive personal gifts from Raja of Vatsa.  

They liked their diamonds – fine flawless specimens, they were.  

But the message had said something more – where was the Rock of Trichy, 
claimed to be as large as a boulder?  

Perhaps the Raja of Avanti has received it, thought Raja of Matsya, ‘I should check 
with him. Even by half it would still be impressive fixed to my crown.’ 

The Raja of Avanti felt slighted: ‘Of course Avanti is a bigger land of illustrious 
past. The Rock of Trichy in the whole should rightfully belong to me. But I’ll be 
generous enough to accept half. And we have the aasari’s (goldsmiths) to cleave 
the stone into two without any damage.’ 

But intriguingly the stone made no appearance either in whole or in half. 

One of them was gypping the other. 

For the message from the Raja of Vatsa addressed to both the Raja’s had clearly 
said: 

‘…Also I’m sending to one of you the Rock of Trichy, sourced from the fabled 
mines of Lanka – it’s one of the largest sapphire stones ever mined anywhere in 
the world. More than anyone else it befits you to be in possession of such 
incomparable stone. Unfortunately I do not have the skills in my kingdom to break 
it up into two pieces. You may share it between both of you as you see fit…’ 
 
That was the beginning of the long running feud between Avanti and Matsya with 
the wedge of mutual suspicion firmly in place.  

The reason the stone did not show up:  
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The Rock of Trichy never ever went into either of the pouches.  

To add,  

the stone did not come from Lanka as claimed.  

The Rock of Trichy was mined entirely out of the Vizier’s mind.  

And so peace reigned long in Vatsa. 

End 

. 

PS: The kingdoms of Avanti, Matsya and Vatsa could be found on the maps of 

India dated around 600 BCE. 

 

RAGHUNANDAN KUPPUSWAMY 

A retired IT professional with nothing better to do than 'pen' a few lines now and 

then.  

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu)   

Raghunandan Kuppuswamy is full of wisdom and knowledge. He writes amazing 

stories from Indian history and mythology, though I will smugly say that I have 

read A LOT of stories in these two genres but still most of the stories he scoops 

out are new to me, and reading his works is a privilege! Apart from these his 

sense of humour and corporate knowledge is at par! 

Check out his blog you will only be glad that you found it. 

https://ksriranga.wordpress.com 

https://tskraghu.wordpress.com 
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Window to India 
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By Arjo Dasgupta 

 
                          
আ                   ? 

          সই            , 

ই                ট   । 
 

             আ    আ         ট , 

                         । 
                স      ট , 
       ই   '         ? 

 

স         আ  ,         , 
ই             আ ও     , 

আ           স   '      ই 

           আ ও স       । 
 

     স      -           , 

       আ  ই            । 
                       , 

              ও      । 
 

আ ও     সই আ        ই      স? 

      ট   আ         স   ? 

আ     আ                , 

    স,       আ             ! 
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          ই ,             ... 

By Arjo Dasgupta 

 

আর                   ,     র          র                         আ      র    র       , 
   র র আ  র      র             র      র          সময়     র          র                র 

            আর        ম       র     র    র য়        র এ     -  র এ      য়     -  র      

         ম -     ম    য়   এ        র,   ম                  র    য়   র              ম      , 
  র              য়             মর আ ম    ম      য়  । 

    র          র                  র         র  আ    এ    র,   র               ম          

    র ম     র                  র    য়  এ     র         র           য়   স      র          

        র ম    আ       স           ,  স      আর            র       আর   '  র   র  

   ,       র                              র        স   -      ,     ম           ,  স   এম  

  য়  য়        র ম        র            য়        র       আ         য়র   র এ স       এ   র 

     য়        ,  ম  ,      র  এ স             এ স                ম য়           ম   র     । 

           এ        র  র       য় আর এ        র         য়    এ  স    ম       ,     র 

    য় এ         র  র এ স    ম ,      আর  ম য়                য়   স      র     র, ম       য় 

 র                                          ম  আর  ম য়র   ম  ম      র    স য় এ স      

    র      র                           য়            র   ,       য়                         

       ম    র            র              র য়        ম য়    ম         র স              

 ম   ম       র               য়             ,       য়             য় র  র ম             য় 

                   র      য়     ম য়      র          র      ম     য় র ম                স 

 ম  র      এস         ,        ম      য়           । 

 ম য়  র   ম     ম     আ    র   র          র    ম        স     এ        ম      ম    র   র র 

  য়  য়           র         স  র ম     র        র স              র  এ  এ              ম  র 

   আ     ,      র         র     "আ  র            ম          র     "  স            ম  আ   

  র    এ               য় র আ      র        য় ম    এ স     র   ম  র              য়     

            এম  সময়         "      র আ        র     র     র  ম য়  র   ম  ম  "       " স 

    র", "         র      ?" এ       র  র   র     " আ র আম র             স      র     র 

    !     র       য়  ম য়  র       আ  আ     র   এ স             - ম য়      য়   ম য়র স   

আ      য়         ম    র                ম             ম                , আ  র       স           
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           র ,               আম র   র এ স            , "এ       য়  রর             য়?"!     
স              স  র স                    র      ম   র স    আ     র       এ     "     

 র          য় র  র   স           ম   ম     র , "       র স                ম য়  র      

   য়     ম           ম                         " 

       র            র    স          র ম   র       র     ম     র             আস    স এ    
   য়      র               র     র        র      স   য়      ম    র            র   ,     র 

   র    র ম       এ  র                   ম         র        ম        র স             

র   র                র         স      র এ      র    য়  স         আ    আ        

   য় র            এ   ম              ম         য়     স                   র সম      ম    

 র     র              র                       র     য়  স আর              য়  ম   ম   স    
 স   র  র        র    য়    আ  র  স      আর স  র               আ        আর              
    ,    স                       র   য়               ম     র        । 

র   র আ       র   র     র           য়   স        র             র  র   ম            ম র 

                      য়                         র        র স ম      র       ম          ম য় 

 স র   র          র          ,   র          র    য় ম              র          স   য় ম  - 
    র             র  ম    ম -  র  র        র  ম  ম আ                 র   ম            

এম  সময় ম        , "          "  

 

   য়    ম     ম  ,     র আর সময়            য়    য় এ   য়         য়     ,  ম    র           য় 

 ম  ম    স      ম   র  ম       রম   য়        র  ম       , "এ     , এ      ম        এস   

    য়,      র                 এ      র    র   স     স        য়   স     " 

 

"   আ   "          র  ম                য় এ স     র   ম                          আর 

 স   ,                  য়    য়      র               র  র   য়    র য় এ স স   ম             
     , এম  সময়        র    ম           ম                র  ম এ             য়    য়    

    ,  ম য়   আ  র  স           স     স    আ  র ম       রম   য়      র         য়       

     "এ ,     আম য়           সস      র?"  

 

"   র      র স                ম                  য়,     "  স   স           ম  য়র        য় 

                    এ    ম    র      ,       ম য়      এ                      র      র    

                এ        র   ম এ স  স              র ম   ম   ম   ম     র       ম        

         র   ম      র    র            র    য়           র         য়                       , 

" এ              স?           এ    ?"      র                               য়   য়   র   

  র     র      স  র স  র          স স  আ       য়      য়    ,"                   র      স  
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 র  "         ম   য়       য়         , "স  র  র     স              র    র য়    য়     " 

                   য়     স       য়                 আ  র          র                 র         

        ,     আর                      র য়      র  ম         য়            র   র    , 

            র  স র   র এ স       ম র     র য়     । 

  রর        স         ম  র         র                এ     র ম র                   ম  য়র 

 র              স    য় র    ,   স স   স   আ   র, "    আম   র          এস  ,    য়  " 

   র       এম    এ     ম য়                     র র                 য়,    র    র    য় 

            র                   এ    য়     র  য়,   ম ম         র এ   র         র  ম 

   র স ম                        ম   , এম  সময়                    র       ম        য় আ    র 

     সর           য়        , "আয়  ম স র,                                     ম     রস    " 

 ম                র  র           য়        র র     "            র         র?    র      
আ  র    ম    র  ? আম র                  ,   স      য়     ,    "                        য় 

   য়    স          আ            য়       ম    র                য় র       ,           আর 

          র য়           য়  ম  য়র        স    । 

         র     য়    য় র  র  ম     সর                       , আর  ম  র  এ স  র        

      র              , এম  সময়  ম  এ স     "আম র      এ       র         র  এ   য়   , আ ম 

        র স            "  

 

  স   য়       ম  ম সম য়         য়     ম য়    স      ম    র               য় আ            
       র     র    র স                             এ     '    এ      ম        য় স       

   র         এ স           র     ম            স           য় ম      ম       ,       ম  য়র      
   র            য়                       য়   র         র                     "       য়   

 ম স ম   ?"    র                     র    -           র                              

      য়  ,  ম       এ       র    এ      ম য়র  ম       স              র  ম          

আ     র  র                 র                       য়  আ     র      র   ,    র       

   য় র আ   এ             ম     য়              এ রয়       আর এ             র      

   য় র র         য়      র আ            য়,   র র    র    র এ    য়                ম    এ   
    ! 

 

  য়                র     ম         য়       ম য়  র         ম   র     র       স        আর 

               র     র র   য়     য়    য়    আর  ম   এ          র র   য়         র    য় 

 ম   আর   আ       য়      এ   র  ম          র  র        ম                             

  র                র   ম    আ    ম  য়র  ম স  এস                   র                     , 

"    "  স  য়     য় এ                          এ     স স আ য়           য়       য়     
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    এ              য়          , এ             র       আ   এ       র,   র           আস   

আ য়            ম র এ   য়    য়           , স র                    র        ম         য় 

ম         আ  , আর এ    ম    য় স       র   ম                র  ,     স        র      

  র       আর এ         এ              য়           আস         র   -    য় স র   র র  র- র 

  র        র              ম          র   র      ম স   র , "     আয় "              য় র 

  র    ,         স     র       এ   ম          র র      য়          র এ                 

 ম          ' ম      ম   এ স           র স      

 

         এম    য়  য় আ                এ     র আ    আর আ য়     আ       ,   র র          

                   র  ম      র  র           স   র   স     র , আর  ম   র  ম      র 

                 -       স    র         য় এ স               র    র                  ম      

         এ     র আ য়              র  ম       ম   য়        র  র         র স   স   

        স   র  র আ য়                              র     র  স    য়        ম    র         য় 

   আ    ম                 র         য়    য় র   র       স         ম           আর      এ       

   য়          ম       য়        র   র           ,  র ম          র   র য়                ম    

 র   মর       য়    য়    য়     র               র         ,                ম     ,  র ম -
      এস              র      য়              য়      এম  সময়       আর  ম   এ স        

            র                           , এম  সময়   '        "   , আর            র      
 ম         য়       র     " ম        স  ম  য়র      এ র            য়       র য়    । 

  রর          ম                য় স      রর           য়   স  ,  র  য়        র    ম    

          আ      র     র    র                          স   ম  ম     স    য়  ম      

"   য়       "        য়               "   য়      ?"   র এ  "       র              
    য়    ,  স       " ম       রম   য়          ,     আ      য়         র   র   য়  য় এ    
আ   র               ম  য়র           য়     ,  র            য়   ম       স   র     "  য়  

 র,    র   য়     " 
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ARJO DASGUPTA 

 

Amateur cook, Bengali by heart, Foodie by default. 

Read books a lot, Love Tagore creations, writing whatever I feel like, painting, 
sleeping and making new friends. 

Just cannot stop myself from joking at a serious moment (my mother calls me 
mad for this)! 

On my way to become a Computer Science Engineer. 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu) 

 Arjo and Hem are our junior-most writers, they both are yet to become 
graduates.  

Arjo is a very talented writer, at present he is writing in Bengali but in future he 
will be trying English, writing in Bengali is a tough job, believe me! We had so 
many legends that it is tough to make Bengali readers appreciate your works, that 
is not the case with Arjo’s writings, they are fantastic and I am damn sure that if 
chips and microchips don’t kidnap him he will be publishing in all major magazines 
in future! I am glad that he started with Agnishatdal, so, even if he earns Booker 
or Nobel in future he won’t forget Agnishatdal. 

You can check out his works in his wordpress blog bongstories.wordpress.com 
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Creator’s Corner 
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A feast 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Wild birds feasting  

sweet ripe berries are on the menu 

ten birds chattering in twenty voices 

filling up the garden with their roar, 

that sounds more like an orchestra  

than bird song. 

Butteflies dance with them 

flying from flower to flower 

adding their colour to theirs. 

A black drongo on phoneline 

watches them hungrily 

contemplating ….
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Cloud Fairy 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Clouds have conquered 

the blazing burning sun. 

The cloud fairy has covered 

the blue sky with her raven hair. 

She plays with the clouds and wonders 

if she will or not scatter down 

her precious crystal drops. 

Wind warns her “Don’t, they will be gone!” 

Earth begs, “I will keep them in my heart, 

give them to me!” 

Miffed sun tries conquering the rebel, 

recapturing his kingdom. 

Time will announce the winner.  
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Dreams 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

We all dream 

to leave our name behind 

when we are gone! 

If you see someone 

building his palace  

ignoring the guffaws  

and raised eyebrows 

don’t laugh at him 

pray to God 

that his dream comes true. 
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Kiss the sky 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Winds gather the leaves 

In their arms 

and carry them to the sky, 

they dance and fly together 

and after a while 

they come down to the earth, 

leaving behind a trail of grace. 

They don’t grieve or regret 

their return to the earth below, 

to them the joy of kissing sky 

is all that matters! 

That is what they tells us 

live life with joy and cheer. 
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Story Time 
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Playful Vultures 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

She did not love him before meeting him. After meeting him she fell for him. He 

changed after meeting her. The obsessed lover became aloof, cruel first then 

“special friend” that devolved to flirt and then she woke up. Slowly and steadily 

just like serious lovers like her do she came over him, it took four long years, 

precious years to realize that he is not the very desirable type when it comes to 

marrying. Quite unlike to the chaste type he looked he acted like a flirt who was 

hell bent to break her heart. 

Then some of her cyber friends started to tell her that someone else is claiming 

that he is her lover, a lover she rejected when she came to know that he is poor 

and ordinary. 

She never knew that she was victim of three old men who hated their wives. They 

married girls of rich families for money and ended up as their slaves. 

 

That terribly bitter conjugal life twisted their minds and they started to think they 

had the right to hurt every woman. Their main targets were the innocent and 

young girls, because they were easy preys. 

They used to sit in their offices all day and hunt the social sites for preys. 

They tried to seduce the girls by tricking them into their offices as employees, if it 

worked then well, or else they used to throw them out and start looking for next 

prey. 

 

Then something happened. 
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One of the girls they were playing with turned out to be a real dazzler and ready 

to make some money, but not with all three of them, only one of them. 

Bitterness crept in that friendship based on mutual benefit; she was too hot to be 

given up. They started to squabble like a pack of mongrels, giving up all their 

murky details to her, that is the details of their comrades to her, to prove their 

own worthiness.  

They left no stone unturned to ruin each other’s images. 

 

Then one night she vanished, they returned to their respective homes, their 

families were waiting with ominous expression on their faces with vivid details of 

their deeds. 
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The Change 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

She was craving for a chocolate. It was strange, so very bizarre! 

 She never liked chocolates before, in fact she loved spicy foods with too much 

pepper and lemons, but her habits were changing very rapidly. 

She stumbled out of the bed to get a piece of chocolate out of the refrigerator. 

The refrigerator was stuffed with all the varieties of chocolates she has been able 

to collect from the local supermarket. She took out one and started munching. 

She gulped a little water and headed back for bed, she passed the mirror, noted 

something odd and turned the reflection was staring back at her- only it was not 

her. It was June. She almost screamed when someone shook her out of her 

nightmare. 

It was Vijay, her current boyfriend, “honey you were shaking so violently that I 

thought it would be better to wake you up.” He hugged her. She hid her face in 

his chest but there was no peace or feeling of well-being in her heart. 

What was happening to her? It started six months earlier. 

Milla and June stumbled into each other by accident. They had nothing in 

common. Milla loved fast life and June was as timid as a lamb. It just happened 

that they both loved the same man, and that man Joy loved June and was Milla’s 

best friend. 

 

June was one of those rare girls who knew not much about pretensions so was 

the easiest prey for coy Milla, who knew how to fool, manipulate and throw away 

people. 
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 Milla thought it was her right to have her best friend as her lover, after all, who 

was June to waltz in out of nowhere and steal her best friend of ten years? She 

was not in love with Joy before, but when she noticed him treating June like a 

queen that really pierced through her heart like a dagger, so she softly poisoned 

Joy’s mind and erased her from his heart. 

 

Now, there are people who will say that it was Joy’s fault, he did not trusted his 

lover fully, maybe it was, or maybe they have no idea about how amazing 

actresses some women can be, even though they never try the acting as career, 

they just use it in their everyday life and make the lives of those around them 

miserable, sometimes a perfect hell. 

June walked away shattered to pieces, they never heard about her again. Her 

relationship with Joy did not lasted, after a few months she realized that he was 

too sober, timid and shy to be lived with. She wanted fun from life, late nights and 

rave parties was her way of life and Joy wanted peace and solitude of close 

friends or one lover. She washed him off her hands and forgot. 

He realized that he has made the blunder of his life. They parted ways. She has 

not heard from him either. 

 

Then strange things started to happen with her. Whenever she was alone at 

home she started to hear strange noises. As if someone was knocking on the door 

or windows, but when she checked there was no one.  

 

Things started to fall on their own. Then one night she had a strange dream. As if 

someone was sitting on her chest and choking her. She woke up, and as it was 

supposed to be, she was alone in the bedroom. 
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The strange noises stopped after that. But she started to change. She has stalked 

and observed June to play her game, so she could impersonate her perfectly and 

woo Joy and now she realized that her habits were becoming just like her. 

She croaked earlier, but now she sang like a nightingale. This craving for 

chocolate, ice-cream and other things and disinterest in spicy foods…. allergy to 

fast life was the next. She was slowly withdrawing herself from it. She was leaning 

towards spiritualism and decent things these days. Her way of walking, talking has 

changed. 

 

It was raining hard that night. It’s been months since she has allowed anyone to 

date her. She was quickly walking towards the bus-station when she bumped into 

someone.  

“Sorry!” she mumbled without looking up. 

“Is that you Milla?” the man asked. 

It was Joy. They went to the nearby café to have a coffee. That ended with dinner 

and they stayed together for the night. 

“Let’s get married!” Joy said after a month of their steady dating. “I never noticed 

you are so much similar to June. Funny.” 

“Where is she now?” she asked. “I thought you two went back together!” 

“I went looking for her but she totally vanished from Kolkata, then I came across a 

friend of hers, she told me that she died an year or so ago. Her friends think that I 

was the reason behind her untimely death! I broke her heart so badly that it 

never mended again.” He said in a mournful way. 

The torrent of rain outside matched their gloomy mood they sat there sipping 

their coffees, without uttering another word. 
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The game 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

The dices rolled…. they rolled as if an invisible third player was rolling them after 

they touched the table. 

Rosa lifted her eyes she could not see Jack’s face clearly in the flickering light of 

the candle. 

The dices stopped rolling. One of the pieces started to move and stopped exactly 

after eight steps. 

“Let’s quit it Jack!” she whispered hoarsely, she was enough freaked by the board 

which acted like it was alive . “Please!” 

There was a strange rattling sound in the windows in answer to her request. She 

gasped and repeated her words. 

She peered at his handsome face, his deep blue eyes, that looked black in this 

deceptive light were dazed. He was not looking at her, he was looking through 

her. 

 

She thought about getting up – bolting, but then she remembered the words told 

by Cecilia, “Don’t touch each other. No matter what happens. Once you have 

started the game- finish it. Or else really evil things may happen!” 

 

Jack stretched out his hand, lifted the dices and rolled them on the table. His 

piece took five steps. 
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She felt an uneasy chill in the room. As if a cold draught was entering from the 

closed windows in late spring. The candle was creating strange shadows on the 

walls. The damp of the cold cellar was overpowering her. She longed desperately 

that the game gets over soon. 

 

She cursed the moment she had this whim! The whim of seeing her child before 

he or she came out in the world. How she longed to have just inkling whether her 

unborn child was a girl or a boy! 

 

Here she was sitting on a table with a husband who did not seem to be there. An 

innocent fun has turned into something sinister. 

 

She was curious, feminine curiosity- nothing sinister! Who will not long to know 

about the being she is cherishing, nurturing inside her? 

 

She expressed her yearning to her friend, the words started to roll. A week ago 

Cecilia came to visit her.  

 

“There is a game that gives you all these answers. Whether it will be a boy or a 

girl, and some claimed that they have seen their own child before he or she was 

born.” she said. “I did not play it myself but my sister in law played it.” 

 

“If husband wins- it will be a boy, if you win it will be a girl!” Cecilia told, she 

warned her again and again about not quitting the game in middle or 

touching/disturbing each other. 
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So, here they were, sitting in the cobweb covered cellar playing a game that did 

not seemed very cheerful. They have granted all the servants an evening out. 

Announced to friends and relations they were going out to town to have an 

evening together and were sitting there like two eager teenagers… playing. 

 

She picked up the dices, suddenly she felt a hand brushed by hers, a freezing cold 

hand with a faint perfume of lavender. 

 

She shuddered violently and the dices escaped from her hands rolled on their 

own…. two sixes. Her piece started to move….  

The fragrance was getting stronger with the movement of her piece, she was 

clearly winning. Suddenly Jack started to hit big, a figure started to take shape 

behind his shoulder, a red man-like figure, it was doing the extra maneuvering of 

the dices and moving his piece. 

Now she realized who Jack was looking at when she asked him to quit! 

Jack’s piece reached the end and the thing standing behind him looked at her, 

everything blacked out. 

When she came to senses they were sitting on the porch, side by side, the game 

was neatly folded on the table in front of them. 

 

“It’s a boy!” the nurse announced exactly two weeks later. “A healthy, handsome 

boy with cutest face!” she placed the little boy beside her.  

“He will have flaming red hair!” she remarked, “That is unique and lucky for him, 

you both have black hair! Red haired folks look so dashing!” 
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The Glamour House 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Something was wrong with the house. She felt it instantly that was within a week 

of moving in there.  

She felt there were others in that house. Invisible entities! Soon she started to 

feel their presence even stronger.  

Someone standing in the hallway….. A touch when she was still sleeping, as if 

someone bumped into the bed  or touched her leg or hand, a feeling that 

someone crept in her bed …. waking her up by the action but there was nothing 

though the sensation was quite real… 

 

Strange faces appeared on floor and walls, created by damp, humidity that was 

excessive in that house or heaven only knows what, they looked like screaming 

ghosts or grotesque apparitions…. 

 

She started to suspect her own sanity. Then her sister visited her. “This house is 

really stuffy!” was her first comment. 

 

She sat down on the sofa and looked around her. “You should do something 

about the walls and floorings. It appears like a child has been painting ghosts all 

over them.” 

 

Soon her chirpy companionship erased most of the silly thoughts from her mind. 

Still sometimes in that border of sleep and wakefulness she felt those presences! 

Those touches, sometimes voices….. 
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“Sis my friend Chinmayee is coming to Kolkata can I invite her to stay with us?” 

Maitree asked. 

 

She shrugged and smiled. “Go ahead! I will love it!” 

 

Next morning they left for Howrah station to pick her up. Chinmayee was a really 

beautiful girl in an angelic way. Her eyes held all the beauty of her soul, they 

seemed to glow with their own light and speak out the feelings of her heart. 

 

She talked very little but smiled a lot, her smile was truly lovely, mostly without a 

single sound but it lit up her surroundings. 

 

“This is it!”Ratri opened the door and turned around. Chinmayee was standing 

right behind her, she looked frozen, there was a strange look on her face her eyes 

were filled with fear, pain and despair. She gasped and backed off a few steps. 

 

Maitree reached out and touched her arm, she inhaled sharply. 

 

“Hey Chinu, What’s up?”Maitree softly held her hand. Chinmayee took another 

deep breath and entered the house smiling wanly. 

 

“Nothing!” she tried to hide her expression without much success. 

Ratri placed a glass of water on the table in front of her. 
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 “It’s ok sis, really! “ She tried to smile feebly. “I scared you did not I?” 

“Sis, chinmayee wants to shift to a hotel” Maitree softly said, Ratri was on the 

roof, reading a book. Then after a brief pause she continued, “She wants you to 

change the house too.” 

“Why?” Ratri raised her brows in a quizzical manner. 

“She said there is something ominous about this house.”  

“Let me explain to you sis.” Chinmayee joined in, she has followed Maitree when 

she headed upstairs it seemed. 

 

 “Just listen to me; then take the decision. I hope you will listen to me with an 

open mind.” She sat down on one of the chairs, “Do you know the owners of this 

house?” 

“No, they live abroad. They rarely visit India, and they have dozens of other flats 

scattered all over Kolkata, and of course a mansion somewhere I don’t know the 

exact location.” 

“Have you met any of the previous tenants of this house?” Chinmayee asked and 

when Ratri told her that she was the first tenant of this house her expression said 

she already guessed it, or more, knew it. 

“I don’t know whether you believe in these sis, but I do, I believe in spirit world 

and their eagerness and capability to connect with us. They try to connect with 

everyone but very rare people can connect back to them clearly.” 

 

“When I came out of the taxi I saw blood splattered all over the house. There 

were screaming faces of small children jutting out of the walls.” She gasped, as if 

she could see that scene again. 
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“I wanted to run away that moment but could not, it would have panicked you 

both, and most probably you would have caught me and sent me to some shrink.” 

She tried to laugh but could not, paused and stared blankly at the distant 

buildings for a few minutes before continuing. 

 

“I tried to communicate with them and they instantly responded. This house is 

filled with them sis.” 

“The owner of this house made pact with some demon, he promised him that he 

will sacrifice his first child and in return of that he will be blessed with wealth – 

immense wealth.” 

“His friends joined in when they got the scent of blood, then he opened a kind of 

business out of it. He made secret arrangements with people dying for money, 

fame and performed sacrifice after sacrifice.” 

 

“He absconded when he grew tired of the business. The man you think is the 

owner of this house is actually his agent.” 

“I will be leaving now sis, I have called a hotel and booked my room there. I will 

suggest you to look for another house too.” 

Ratri softly patted her hand, “I will.” 
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The rejected one 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Thump….  thump …. 

The ball stopped a few feet away from her. She picked it up and started to look 

around her. There was no one in sight. 

She was alone in the courtyard. Her only companions were the birds in tree and 

her dolls scattered all around her. 

 

She was about to leave the ball and resume her playing when she heard him, 

“Please, throw the ball to me!” It was the voice of a small boy but his voice was 

incoherent. She turned back to trace the speaker. It was coming from one of the 

small rooms across the verandah. 

 

She got up and started walking towards the room but Komal, her mother called 

out to her, “Don’t go there Meru, those rooms are dirty!” 

 

She threw the ball to the room from which the sound came and turned back to 

her place. 

 

“I can’t find my ball….” The child wailed. 

 

She looked at the kitchen window, Komal was not there. She quickly got up and 

entered the room. A small, thin boy was sitting in a chair. 
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He was so frail that she felt sorry for him. The ball was lying in a corner. She 

picked it up and gave it to him. 

“Will you play with me?” the boy requested. His huge eyes implored her. 

“A little later I will be back when mom is asleep.” She smiled at him and quickly 

left the room. 

 

She was afraid that Komal might return to kitchen and catch her in the act. 

If she is caught, that will result in being grounded, for at least a week. She will 

have to play in her room that too when Komal will have her afternoon siesta. 

 

She returned home, had her lunch and crept out once Komal was asleep. She 

went to the room. He was waiting for her. 

He smiled widely at her. His eyes filled up with happiness. “I thought you will 

never come.” 

“I was waiting for mommy to fall asleep!” she smiled.  

 

“Why do you live in this dirty room?” Meru asked in the big sister tone. Even her 

ten years old eyes could see that the room was really dirty. Cobwebs were 

hanging from the ceilings, the floor was filled with dust, leaves and heaven only 

knows what else. “If mommy sees me in here she will spank me.” She giggled. “No 

my mommy never spanks me but she will never allow me to play with you again.” 

 

“Daddy leaves me here in the morning when he goes out to work, and picks me 

up when he returns home at night.” he said casually. 
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“What do you eat?” she asked, she could not see any food around him. 

“Daddy forgot today! He leaves me Tiffin.”  The boy said. Then after a brief pause 

“He forgets sometimes, then I get really hungry.” 

“You are hungry, are not you?” her tiny heart melted. 

The boy did not answer. She did not need an answer. 

“I will be back in a minute.” She ran back to the kitchen and returned with some 

food and water. The boy hungrily swallowed it all.  

“You want some more” she asked. 

“No!” he smiled happily. “I am full!” 

 

They played for couple of hours and then when Meru heard Komal tinkering in 

kitchen she sneaked out after promising him she will be back tomorrow. 

 

Days passed into week, Meru could see Vishal’s father never left any food for him. 

She brought him Tiffin and water and left a bottle of water for him before leaving 

him in the afternoon. Her summer vacation was passing away like a dream. 

 

Komal was sleeping peacefully in her bed when the shrill ring of the doorbell 

woke her up. 

It was the postman. She collected the registered post and went to the kitchen for 

a glass of water. Meru’s toys were littered under the shady mango tree but she 

was nowhere in sight. She thought that she was inside, she checked out the 

rooms to ask her to get her toys back but she was not inside the house either. 
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Komal quickly stepped out to check where she was. She was nowhere in the 

garden, a cold sweat started to form on her brows, she was about to panic when 

she heard her voice, coming from one of the dilapidated, unused rooms that once 

housed the security guards of her husband’s ancestors. 

 

Her jaw tightened. She has told Meru a thousand times to never enter those 

rooms she knew these rooms were merry home of snakes, poisonous ones. 

… May be I should spank that little girl once in a while! She thought to herself as 

she marched to the room from where her voice was heard. 

She quickly crossed the small verandah and reached the door of the room from 

where she heard Meru’s voice and froze right at the door. 

 

Her eyes bulged and her jaws dropped. 

 

Meru was sitting in the middle of the room, which apparently she has cleaned up 

a bit. She was not alone there. She was talking and playing with someone with a 

ball, a ball which was older than her. Its colours were gone, only the shape told it 

was once a ball. 

She was throwing that ball to someone, talking with him-yes him, because he was 

answering and throwing the ball back to her. 

The only problem was he was invisible! 

She rushed into the room and grabbed Meru and ran out of there. She heard the 

loud wail of a small child coming from the room she just ran out of. 

 

“Didi…..” 
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That mournful wail shot through her heart.  

 

She packed their bags and left for her mother’s home that very day. She called up 

her husband who was out on a business tour the minute she reached her 

mother’s house. 

 

“Oh!” Mohit answered after a long pause. “I used to think that the gardeners and 

the security guards bluff.” 

“When my father was a young boy, about six or seven years old my grandfather 

had a security guard. Durlabh Singh. He had a autistic son. You know, back at that 

age parents used to think these kids are examples of their defects.” 

“They used to treat that child bestially. He used to spend his days in that room 

with a ball, sometimes with mostly without food and water till he succumbed to 

that neglect and torture at the age of six or seven I believe.” 

“We started living there after that, my father used to say he has often heard a 

small boy laughing, talking in that room when he went past it for his secret 

missions during school vacations.” 

“He never saw anyone.”  

“The guards and gardeners say the same too.” 

He paused for a while and then said, “Do one thing sweetheart, contact our priest 

and hold a puja for the soul. Ask him to set him free from this hell.” 

 

Komal returned home the next week and arranged for the puja. 

The rooms fell silent after that. 
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The ruins 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

He stood on the hilltop, watching the sun set in west, painting the western sky 

with shades of red and purple. Some clouds immersed themselves in that crimson 

ocean and came out tinged with red. 

 

The hill across the small valley was studded with the ruins of an ancient palace. 

He stood there watching thinking, how if centuries ago someone has been 

standing at his place he might have been witnessing another scene. 

 

One by one the lights of the palace lighting up to welcome evening, chime of bells 

and sound of conch shells sounding from homes. Maybe a sweet symphony of 

shehnai from the palace. 

 

“Centuries ago there was a king that ruled this area, those are the remains of his 

palace. “ He heard a sweet voice and turned to face a young woman in local attire 

standing a few feet away from him, near a tree, she was standing there, looking at 

the ruins with misty eyes. The sun was long gone but full moon has partially 

replaced him. She was spreading her magical light on the surroundings.  

 

“He was a brave, honest person. Unfortunately he had an evil enemy.” She 

continued as if in a trance, as if she was reciting the story to the trees, woods, hills 

and the valley. 
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“He hated the king because he could never be like him. His sick mind concocted a 

strange plot. He knew the princess loved to wander alone in these hills, using his 

innocent, extremely beautiful face he trapped her in the web of love.” 

 

“Then that day came, the monster stood gloating in king’s court, princess blushing 

by his side, he has coaxed her to marry him without blessing of her parents.” 

 

The king tried to accept it but late in the night they were sitting in his chamber 

when his enemy hissed softly, “See your daughter for the last time. Her place will 

be with my maids, I am planning to marry officially next month. Your daughter will 

spend her life serving my queen.” 

 

Later that night the wicked soul stumbled into his wife’s chamber, bloodied and 

gasping, “Your father killed me. I thought our love will wipe out his hatred for 

me…” were the last words he spoke. 

 

“The innocent girl, fooled by sweet words of love could not recognize her own 

loving father mistrusted that righteous man trusted a conjuror and drank poison.” 

 

“The king dispatched his body to his kingdom and performed his only daughter’s 

last rites here.” 

“Her mausoleum was on this hill, time has wiped away every sign of it. She was an 

extraordinary flute player. Local people say they can still hear her flute playing 

here, in these hills. Every moonlit night she lights a earthen lamp in her parent’s 

mausoleum, that is her punishment!” 

Suddenly a light actually started to flicker in the ruins on the other hills.   
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He realized that the girl too has long stopped talking. 

He turned around but she was not there. Then he heard the haunting sound of 

flute spreading in the night air originating from some place near the ruins, a sad 

melancholy music that filled up the valley. 

A shiver ran down his spine. 
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The slap 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

“I have told you that I am still in love with him, married to him. I can’t even dream 

of having anyone in his place.” She looked at him with a weird, petulant 

expression. The way an adult looks at a child who is asking for moon to play with 

and throwing a tantrum too. 

 

He wanted to scream on that pretty face to let past go. Come on! It’s been more 

than five years since her husband was killed. He has been pestering her for four 

years to marry him. 

She was a dazzling beauty without doubt but he was equally interested in the 

fortune left by her husband, his business partner but that was his secret, he used 

his hunger for wealth to motivate his rebuked lover face to beg again. 

 

He thought she was a plain housewife but now he was amazed by her business 

sense, sometimes he felt it was not her but his late business partner was sitting 

with him in the meeting. 

He was really serious about controlling the entire business. He decided that night, 

after being refused for umpteenth time that he will surprise her. 

 

Her glowing, dreamy face told loudly that she truly was in love with someone. 

That love was quite fulfilling too. 

 

So he will capture something interesting on his camera and use that. After all she 

won’t be eager to share those photographs with her teenage daughters. 
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He decided he will do it himself because he still was determined to marry her, 

photography was his passion so developing the negatives in his private studio 

secretly and then using them to bent her was his plan. 

 

It was near midnight. The sky was covered with cloud. A sharp wind was blowing 

but that was feeling really pleasant after the stuffy day. 

She was sitting in the living room, brightly illuminated, perfect for snaps. 

She truly was gorgeous. Her dark hair tumbled down to her waist. The turquoise 

blue gown enhanced the beauty of her ivory skin and huge black eyes. She was 

staring outside the glass door with a dazed expression. 

Suddenly she smiled a sweet warm smile and her eyes lit up as if someone she 

was expecting has shown up. 

 

He took a quick glance at the driveway and the side porch but both were empty. 

Then he looked back at her……  

And stared…. 

Someone was playing with her hair, gently running finger through them, softly 

teasing her as she smiled with her eyes closed. But there was no one else in the 

room but her. 

Suddenly the thing stopped. He stared hard but nothing moved she opened her 

eyes slowly, with an expression of surprise and longing. 

He felt an ice cold hand grip his shoulder, he shuddered and turned around, there 

was no one in the garden but him…. 

 

And then the slap landed on his cheek … a tight slap from a very powerful hand!  
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The thing 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

She stared at the crib. A thin ray of moonlight was playing on it. It looked like the 

pale finger of some unseen monster reaching out to its own kind. 

Yes, own kind. 

She shuddered as a chill ran down her spine. 

“Don’t be a jerk! It must be the effect of the drugs and lack of sleep. You must 

have been half asleep and half drugged!” she scolded herself. 

 

The occupant of the crib, her new born son was absolutely silent, like he was 

supposed to be. He was only a week old he was not supposed to recite poems 

was he? 

Well, that’s what he was doing, or at least she thought she heard him doing. 

That’s what snapped her out of her sleep, the strange sound in room. She heard it 

as her senses struggled to come out of the haze created by tiredness and drugs. 

 

It was not the voice of a baby, it was an evil voice, it sounded cruel, cold and 

centuries old- hollow. It was babbling something in an unknown language. But 

that was talking, not sweet cooing of a small baby. She could feel the sentences 

forming and the punctuations pauses... 

She sat up on her bed, trying to grasp what was going on.  

The sound was coming from her son’s crib. The nurse was not in the room, she 

quickly went to the crib, as fast as her groggy senses allowed her to. She has been 

drugged heavily by the doctor because the pregnancy and the delivery was a 

hellish experience.  
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“It will let you recuperate.” Doctor has smiled warmly. “Poor girl! Sometimes it 

gets nasty during late pregnancy but I have never seen a case like yours.”  

“Monalisa will take care of both of you in the meantime.” The young nurse has 

smiled at her softly. 

 

She stood over the crib, holding its railing for support. The room was still 

swimming in front of her eyes, 

The thing in the crib turned towards her like an adult being, it was not her son! Its 

face was white as chalk, two red eyes were glowing like embers in that drawn 

face. It snarled baring razor sharp fangs. She jumped backward in reflex and 

crumpled on the floor. 

 

She lied there huddled on the cold floor too weak and scared to get up. 

Then she felt a touch on her body. She recoiled and then realized it was her nurse, 

leaning over her. 

 

“What happened? Why are you out of bed didi?” Monalisa held her arms to softly 

pull her back to her feet and then lead her to bed. Her tone was full of 

compassion and worry. 

She expertly laid her down on the bed and pulled the blanket to her neck. “I was 

in the toilet. You both were sleeping peacefully when I went in…” she said a bit 

apologetically. 

 

Something is wrong with the baby.” She babbled. 
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Monalisa rushed to the crib, looked down and reached out to the baby. 

“Don’t!” she whimpered. 

“He is alright didi, sleeping like an angel.” Monalisa turned towards her. 

“Are you sure?” she asked incredulously. 

“Yes didi!” she smiled as she lifted the baby and carried him to her. “They 

sometimes look unconscious when they are sleeping, but actually they are just 

sleeping deeply.” She said in a reassuring tone. 

 

She cringed as Monalisa placed the baby on her bed and switched on the light. 

Of course it was absolutely normal! A week old infant bundled in a pink Johnson 

and Johnson’s baby blanket with Mickey Mouse printed all over it. 

She stared at him for a long time then reached out with apprehension to feel his 

pink skin, it was warm and soft. He gurgled sweetly baring his gums.  

 

Monalisa laughed fondly. “He did not acknowledge me when I touched him. They 

can feel their mother’s touch even when they are fast asleep.” 

 

She smiled wanly. 

 

Days started to roll, the memory of that night was fading away, Monalisa never 

left her bedside after that night. That is, whenever she woke up she always found 

her on the small bed placed near the crib. 
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“I will be back on 10th of next month.” His warm voice spilled down the chord of 

the telephone. 

 

Her husband was away from the country for last eight months, they both were 

heartbroken that he could not be there when Resham was born, but his 

promotion was announced right on the day doctor announced Resham’s 

upcoming entrance in their lives. 

She smiled softly as she watched him playing, wriggling his tiny limbs, exploring 

his own pink toes and making cute sounds, he was one month today. 

 

She was sleeping deeply when she felt something was choking her. She gasped for 

breath and opened her eyes. 

The room was dark, the night lamp was either out or electricity was out. The light 

of full moon was bathing the room with moonlight, everything was clearly visible. 

 

That thing she saw on her son’s crib that night, a month earlier was sitting on her 

chest, something dark was dripping out of its mouth, she felt a sharp pain in her 

neck, her hand automatically reached out to the spot and she felt something 

warm, wet. Her palm was smeared with her own blood. She pushed the thing 

from her chest rudely it slithered away in a lightning speed to a dark corner of the 

room. 

 

She tried to turn on the light but the electricity was out! There was no sign of 

Monalisa. She stumbled out of the bed and to the door, Monalisa was standing 

outside the door, as if she was about to enter, or was just waiting outside…  
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When she opened her mouth she was her charming self, all filled with compassion 

and worry! 

“You are bleeding!” she has exclaimed, but something in her eyes told Rekha she 

knew and that exclamation was fake, even though she was an ace actress. 

“Light the emergency light and keep it on!” she told her, because she knew the 

medicine will overpower her sooner or later and she will fall asleep. 

Her son, of course was sleeping in his crib. There was no trace of the thing that 

attacked her!  

What was happening to her! Was she having lucid dreams? 

She cursed the moment she went for artificial pregnancy. She was a millionaire, 

she was not fussy about anything in life but love, no she never wanted too much 

from a lover, all she wanted was someone who will convince her that he too 

wants a life-long mate, who won’t betray her, tire her or get tired of her after 

spending some amazing years together! Apart from that of-course she expected 

for someone she could fall in love with and who will do the same! She was not 

desperate for a mate, and so, she kept looking for them in her casual way till she 

realized that she was in her mid forties and was no longer interested in having a 

mate at all, life was quite fun without one. But a child, that may not be a bad idea. 

After all, she had enough money and time to raise one! 

So after toying with the idea of adoption for a while she voted for artificial 

pregnancy. She looked for a reliable clinic, where a lot of her issueless friends 

have found their salvation and made arrangements of having artificially 

impregnated. 

That is where she met her husband! That is now husband, he was there on a 

doctor’s meeting, it was love at first sight, marriage within six months, he did not 

interfered with her decision, he was incapable of having a kid. 

It was pure hell! From the day one! The doctor was amazing… at one point she 

thought she will lose the baby after months of torment but finally she pulled 

through and a healthy boy was born. 
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The nurse was suggested by the doctor, “If you like her you can keep her as your 

son’s nanny, being a working woman you may like having one.” 

So she returned from the nursing home with a nanny and her son. 

Nightmare started soon thereafter. 

When she woke up next time it was late in the morning. She was feeling horrible. 

She went to the toilet and checked her throat there were two puncture wounds in 

her neck, just like the horror movies vampire bites. 

She remembered all those movies about gullible women being impregnated by 

demons or devil himself, and started to feel really woozy. Everything fitted to the 

T if she was not hallucinating. 

But who was she going to turn to! There are no ghost-busters in real life! 

“Madam, your medicine!” Monalisa’s sweet voice broke her trance. 

“I don’t want them anymore.” She smiled sweetly. “I am sick of having them!” 

“But you will have to have them madam, or else your health may suffer!” 

Monalisa insisted. 

“I will see for a few days. Don’t be afraid if I don’t feel well I will start taking them 

again and will take the lecture from doc too!” she patted her hand and clearly 

indicated by her body language that these were her final words. 

The girl went out of the room. 

“Mona…” she called out. 

The girl came back. 

“Today is Resham’s check-up day, I have something important to do at office, will 

you go and have him checked up? I will tell the driver to take you there and bring 

back!” 

She nodded in agreement. 
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She watched them drive out of the gate then called her office’s security officer. 

He showed up within ten minutes. 

“I want stealth cameras installed all over this room and the nursery room and my 

bedroom, so that every movement anywhere is recorded. I want you to do that 

ASAP!” 

The man was an expert he finished up within two hours and left. 

The nanny and the kid returned two more hours later. 

“Mona I will shift to my bedroom, I want complete rest. You can sleep in this 

room with the baby, and if you need me, call me! I am planning to restart my 

works from tomorrow. I am sick of sitting at home!” 

The girl nodded and left after placing the baby on the crib. 

The baby was fast asleep. 

Next morning the driver came upstairs after hearing the hysterical shrieks of the 

maid. 

The cops came and so did the security supervisor of Rekha’s office, he told them 

how she has made him install stealth cameras in three rooms, including her 

bedroom where her corpse was discovered. Lying on her bed, drained of every 

single drop of blood! The baby and the nanny had vanished without a trace. 

 

Rekha seemed apprehensive to touch the baby, she fed him and the nanny took 

him to bed, she seemed more motherly towards the gorgeous little one, with 

head full of curly hair and huge, brown eyes. 

Rekha left the room after a while.  

The nanny turned off the light and went to bed. 
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The room was totally dark, that was odd behavior for a nanny taking care of an 

infant but that made the night-vision cameras work better. 

The child was wide awake, lying on the crib, looking at the nanny. She was lying 

there looking at him, the audience had an eerie feeling that they were actually 

looking at each other in that pitch dark. 

Then things started to change, the eyes of the infant started to glow like two 

embers, he came out of the crib in a fluid move and gestured to the nanny, she 

followed him, walking in the pitch dark as if it was broad daylight. 

No one had to tell them, so they opened the camera in Rekha’s room at that time, 

Rekha was sleeping peacefully, the door to her bedroom opened without a sound, 

the bolts and locks slowly opened by themselves and the doors flung wide open. 

The thing slunk in and Mona closed the door again. 

It slowly slithered toward the bed where Rekha was sleeping, within a few 

minutes it was sitting on her chest. It lowered its mouth and started feeding. It 

left the room leaving the body behind. 

Mona entered the room and went to Rekha’s locker, it seemed she knew the 

combination she cleared it out and went out. 

That was the last time those two were seen in that vicinity. 

A month later, in a far away country in Europe a millionaire widow bought a old 

manor, settled in the middle of its own huge estate. She was a young widow with 

a broken heart and an infant son. 
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The prisoner of Sand Castle 

 

These stories (excluding The Apple Tree) are from the book The prisoner of Sand Castle 

published in Amazon. 

 

Authored by Miss Sharmishtha Basu  

Edition: 1 

 

A collection of stories to stimulate the dreamer in you. To stir up your imagination and make 

them explore the possible and impossible as you pull up the covers and snuggle in your bed 

with the book. 

 

Publication Date: Dec 04 2014 

ISBN/EAN13: 1505309662 / 9781505309669 

Page Count: 92 

Binding Type: US Trade Paper 

Trim Size: 6" x 9" 

Language: English 

Color: Black and White 

Related Categories: Fiction / Fantasy / General 

 

https://www.createspace.com/5141895 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QK1X4AG 
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Suswagatam (Welcome) 

India This Month- Shravana 1423 
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Surya Sangya and Chhaya – A love story from Hindu Purans 

Retold by Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Surya, the Sun God was married to Sangya, Vishwakarma’s (the celestial master 
craftsman) daughter. They had two sons and a daughter. First born was 
Vaivasvata Manu, Second one Yama, the god of death, who had a twin sister 
Yamuna. 
 
Sun’s energy was so powerful that it was hard for Sangya to be around him so she 
created her own clone and named her Chhaya (shadow), Sangya tells Chhaya to 
take her place and bring up her kids as her own, and leaves for her father’s home. 
 
Chhaya promises that she will obey her unless she feels violated or threatened. 
 
Time passes by, Chhaya too conceives two kids, Sabarni Manu and Shani, (Saturn). 
 
When Visvakarma kept telling her daughter to go back to her husband’s home she 
leaves his place and starts living in Uttara Kuru in the form of a mare. 
 
As it happens, when her own children were born Chhaya no longer was much 
fond of Sangya’s children. Vaivaswata Manu was quiet, he accepted that change 
but Yama was not, and soon an ugly strife occurred. 
 
Chhaya cursed Yama that his legs will fall off his body. Yama goes to Surya and 
complains, how Chhaya has cursed him, and asks him what kind of mother will 
curse her own son! 
 
That makes Surya suspicious too, he first reduces the severity of Chhaya’s curse 
and then goes to her and asks for explanation. 
 
When she did not answered him truthfully he became furious and right when he 
was about to curse her she blurted out the truth. 
 
Surya rushed to Vishwakarma and asked him to return his wife. Vishwakarma told 
him what was causing problem in their marital life and offered him a remedy, he 
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sliced away excess energy from Surya and created Vishnu’s weapon Sudarshan 
Chakra with that energy. 
 
Relaxed Surya goes looking for his wife. When he discovered her as a mare he 
joins her as a horse. They had two sons, Sasatya and Dasra- they were born of a 
mare (Ashvini) so they were called Ashivinikumars and became physicians of 
Gods. 
 
Then Surya and Sangya gave up their equine forms and returned home. 
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Shravan 1423 

17.7.16 to 17.8.16 
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Story of Bangla Calendar 

Sharmishtha Basu 

Emperor Akbar started the Bengali calendar-year on 10 March, 1585, but it 
became effective from 16 March, 1586 the day of his ascension to the throne. The 
basis of the Bengali year is the Hejiri lunar year [Muslim era counted from the 
year of Muhammad's (SM) going to Medina in 622 AD] and the Bengali solar year. 
The Bengali year was accepted even at the grass root level. A possible reason for 
this may be that the basis of the Bengali year is agriculture and the beginning of 
the Bengali year is a time of collection of taxes from the farmers. For instance, the 
farmer does not plough the field even if it rains in Chaitra (the last month of the 
Bengali year and corresponding to mid-march to Mid-April. The fields are 
generally ploughed in the month of Baisakh (April-May) and the prayer for the 
rains is also because of this. However, the common man still refers to the Bengali 
calendar of his day to day activities and the city-dwellers to the Julian calendar.  
 
Though Bengalis are forgetting the names of Bengali months but they still 
celebrate Bangla Nabobarsho with great gusto, good for us, because Bengalis 
should remember one thing that they have an absolutely enviable culture, so they 
should cherish it. 
 
Modern life may require us to follow Julian calendar but that does not means we 
will forget our own roots. 
 
It is funny though, that Bengalis follow Hindu rituals based on a Muslim calendar, 
the actual Hindu calendar is a little different from Bengali calendar. The months 
don’t tally with Bengali calendar, though their names are more or less same. See 
the next picture you will get the idea, Shravan in Hindu calendar falls in August, 
this year it will start on 3rd August, first day after the moonless (amavasya) night 
and end on next Amavasya. I will follow Bengali calendar though. 
 

Bengali days go like this- Sunday- Rabibar, Monday- Sombar, Tuesday- Mangalbar, 

Wednesday-Budhbar, Thursday-Brihaspatibar, Friday-Shukrabar, Saturday-

Shanibar. 
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Hindu Calendar for July 2016 
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Independence Day 
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India This Month 

Sharmishtha Basu 

 

This month’s prime festival is Indian Independence day I believe, there are others 
too, like the ones I mentioned in Bengali festivals of this month, Nagpanchami, 
Jhulan, Manasapuja and Gurupurnima but the festival that overwhelms majority 
of Indians is 15th August, the day Britain formally handed over the rein of India to 
Indians in 1947. 
 
Only skeptics like me don’t celebrate it, they are happy that it happened but don’t 
see any reasons for celebration, so they just watch kids having fun. 
 
Bengali Shraban or Hindu calendar Ashar is not much about major festivals, only 
smaller festivals are meant for this month, apart from those festivals some 
festivals are celebrated in Gujarat, one starts today, Jayaparvati Vrat, a period of 
fasting by women. 
 
Nature in Shraban is very beautiful in Bengal, sky is mostly full of clouds and dark 
ones, but sometimes they pour too much.Shraban is all about rain in most part of 
India too where it is still Ashar , we Bengalis run a month faster than rest of 
Hindus in India. 
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Jhulan 
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Bengal This month 

Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Shraban 

 
Well, Shraban in Bengali prediction means whole lot of rain! Very rare glimpses of 
sun and extremely, unbearably humid! This year we are most probably heading 
for a copybook Shraban. Will tell you in Bhadra what happened. Now the colours 
of Shravan or its festivals- 
 
The festivals that Bengali Shravan, (that is a bit different from Hindu Shravan) are-  
 

Gurupurnima (19.7)-Guru purnima (guru means teacher, purnima means full 
moon day) is the day when the first Guru was born, and is celebrated by Hindus 
for last 5000 years or so. 
 

Naag panchami (24.7) and Manasapuja (7.8)- they fall on different dates 
but worship the same creature everyone is afraid of, snakes  as deities. During 
Naag Panchami Hindus worship all snakes, during Manasapuja Bengalis worship a 
specific demi goddess, daughter of Shiva and the queen/controller of snakes. It is 
quite a festival in some homes, places, especially in rural areas. Naag panchami is 
more common in southern states of India, there it is most probably far more 
popular than Manasapuja in Bengal. 
 

Jhulan Jatra (13.8)- The swinging festival- this festival celebrates the love story 
of Radha Krishna, they were very fond of swinging together, so this festival is 
celebrated to give them that pleasure, the deities are dressed up and placed on 
swings decorated with flowers and worshippers swing them. 
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Pieces of Past 

Glimpses 

3250-2750 B.C.E. Timescale of the beginning and extinction of the 
Harappan civilization. 

2000-1500 B.C.E. Completion of the Aryan migration of India. 

327 B.C.E. Invasion of Alexander the Great. 

305 B.C.E. Invasion of Seleukus Niketor. 
269 B.C.E. Coronation of the Mauryan emperor Asoka. 

78 C.E. Beginning of saka era. 
399 C.E. Fa-hien’s visit to India. 

629 C.E. Hieuen Tsang’s visit to India. 
647 C.E. Death of King Harshavardhana. 

712 C.E. The Arab conquest of Sind. 

750 C.E. Foundation of the Pala dynasty in Bengal by Gopala. 
1000-1027 C.E. The invasions of Sultan Mahumud of Ghazni. 

1191 C.E. The first battle of Tarain 
1192 C.E. The second battle of Tarain 

1206 C.E. The foundation of the Delhi Sultanat by Qutubbuddin 
Aibek. 

1266 C.E. Accession of Ghiyasuddin Balban. 

1469 C.E. Birth of Guru Nanak. 
1498 C.E. The Portuguese navigator Vascio-da-Gama’s arrival at 

Calicut. 
1526 C.E. The first battle of Panipath. 

1527 C.E. The battle of Khanua. 
1529 C.E. The battle of Gogra 

1539 C.E. The battle of Chausa 
1540 C.E. The battle of Bilagram 

1556 C.E. The second battle of Panipath 

1565 C.E. The battle of Talikota 
1576 C.E. The battle of Haldighat. 

 BCE – BEFORE COMMON ERA (SOME CALL IT B.C.) 
CE- COMMON ERA (SOME CALL IT  A.D.) 
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These are some points of India’s historical past that has been highlighted in Indian 

historical studies, I gathered it from my graduation text book of History. Can’t 

stuff all of it to your mind so, they will come with addition or subtraction, 

depending on availability of the study materials. 

 

I thought about sharing a bit about India, in a systematic way will be smarter idea, 

or else I may just lose the grip on the subject and end up confusing us all  

 

If you want to know more about India (in my version) check out Agnijaat, 

Agnishatdal’s twin sister, she will be mostly talking about India. 
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Agnishatdal 
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Agnijaat
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Meet Agnishatdal’s twin Agnijaat 

 

Agni-Fire-though people very often think about its destructive 

power when they think of it but fire not only burns or destroys it 

gives light and warmth too. 

 

If properly used it places food on our table, gives us warmth in 

winter and light in darkness. 

 

When we venture too close it first singers, then burns and finally if 

we are too obstinate to understand its signs it reduces us to ash. 

 

A little like knowledge, wisdom, truth and many other virtues- they 

demand respect, understanding. Give them that and you will  be 

blessed, play with them and they will either become darkness or 

destroy you. 

 

Agnijaat is a journey to all these and more, making myself a better 

person through my works and leaving my experience for you to 

contemplate upon, if I am blessed then follow one or two. 
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Spoiler 1 Vedas The story 

 

Well, anyone who has heard of Hinduism has heard of Vedas, the 

four holy scriptures that content the soul of Hinduism. But, did you 

knew that Vedas were not written down initially, they were 

conveyed from generation to generation by hearing and 

remembering? Wow!!! I can’t remember Gayatri Mantra properly all 

the time! 

 

The Vedas were written somewhere around 1500-1000 BCE, 

Hindus believe that Vedas (origin word Vid or knowledge) were 

preached by Brahma, the creator God himself by his four mouths at 

a time, the face facing east preached Rigveda, that was received by 

Sage Vashishtha. The face facing west preached Samveda, received 

by Sage Gautam, the face facing north preached Atharva Veda, 

received by Rishi Shaunak and the face facing south preached 

Yajurveda received by Sage Yagnyavalkya. 

 

The amazing part of Ved or Vedas is though they have been around 

from 1500 BCE and Hinduism has been through all sorts of 

changes ever since but that has not affected its revere status an 

ounce. Even now, Vedas are the highest religious scriptures for all 

Hindus and many Hindu rituals still follow Vedic instructions, like 

the ones performed during birth, death, marriage. 

 

Every Veda is again distributed into four parts- Sanhita, Brahman, 

Aranyak and Upanishad. 
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Samhitas are verses, Rigveda has 1028 sootras, these are mantras 

and praises of divine beings. Sam, Yajur and Atharva Vedas have 

borrowed their Samhitas from Rigveda mostly. You can guess that 

Rigveda is the first Veda, the oldest. The Samhitas Sootras of 

Samveda were sung during Yagnyas. Yajurveda Samhita contained 

the mantras for Yagnyas, the Samhita of Atharva Veda contains a 

lot of mysterious mantras and skills other than the usual ones. 

 

The Brahman is prose, it mostly contains the ways of performing 

the yagnyas and other necessary suggestions, tips for the priests. 

 

Aranyak and Upanishad are philosophy section of Vedas. 

 

Aranyak handles the Vanprastha Ashram- in ancient India men and 

women used to handover the charges of their family to their sons 

and leave their home, to spend the rest of their lives worshipping 

God, this was called Vanprastha. 

 

Upanishads contain thorough discussions about different things 

and often walks a few steps away from Vedic system. It discusses 

about Karma, Maya, Mukti (salvation), mortal, celestial and such 

topics. 

 

Apart from Vedas Vedanga is also an intricate part of Veda, 

Vedanga has six parts-  
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Shiksha- the part that teaches the right spelling and pronunciation 

plus way of chanting Vedas. 

Chhanda- it discusses the style of Veda proses. 

Byakaran, Nirukta-These two  discuss the words used in Vedas. 

Jyotish, Kalpa- these discuss the dictums of Vedic religion and the 

astrological part. 

 

Among the parts of Vedanga Kalpa is the one worth mentioning 

first- it provides the infrastructure of Vedic family- from birth to 

death the duties of Hindus and how to achieve them, the detailed 

religious “to do” things in gist- on every aspect of human life. 

Panikar said about it “It is this body of domestic ritual which makes 

a Hindu.” These writings have been written over different periods 

but they show a deep thinking process of very learned sages and an 

attempt of building a society on strong infrastructure, maybe that is 

why Hinduism is the oldest religion of the world that is still thriving 

merrily. 

 

Vedic Sahitya, literature was the basis of Indian literature. 
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Spoiler 2 

Power hungry 

So many times 

a cunning shrewd man 

uses human ignorance, intolerance 

to rise and grab the throne, 

and scatter thorn 

that bleeds those who follow him 

and follow him not! 

 

They always pick up the purest robes 

to defile them by their soiled souls. 

The robes of love, country and God 

are their favorite covers  

to hide their dark beings. 

 

If you look through that white 

you will see only darkness. 

 

Follow them and you will 

be engulfed by their darkness. 
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Agnishatdal’s Bhadra Issue  

will be published 

On 1st Bhadra 1423  

(18.8.16) 

Agnishatdal will return again with her little basket of goodies 
on 1st Bhadra 1423, that will be 18th August 2016. 
 
Feel free to join her, whenever you want, you may have to 
wait for a month or two to get published but she will publish 
your work if she likes it.  
 
There are some rules, some points to keep in mind you will 
have to check out the site in wordpress for them, after writing 
your piece do email me in sermistabas@gmail.com and 
sharmishthabasu@hotmail.com (both) 
 
Her official site http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com 
 
Her official email id agnishatdal@hotmail.com, 
agnishatdal@gmail.com- Don’t send your works here though, 
because these are created but their roles are not very clear 
yet-ha! Still thinking… 
 
Her facebook profile, page  

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal 

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine 

mailto:sermistabas@gmail.com
mailto:sharmishthabasu@hotmail.com
http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com/
mailto:agnishatdal@hotmail.com
mailto:agnishatdal@gmail.com-
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine
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Sharmishtha Basu- the creator of the ezine 

It is a bit boring to talk about oneself, at least for an introvert 
like me, who loves to hear more than talk (mostly). 
 
My romance with writing and illustrations started in 2007 
and became my love, obsession and lifebrath, the courtesy goes 
to MSN’s Reader’s archive, Wordpress and its amazing group 
of readers, Jingle- her blog jinglepoetry.wordrpess.com was the 
launchpad which gave my dreams a wing and finally 
Amazon, for their truly writer-friendly publishing platform 
for Indie writers (free of cost). 
 

Writing to me was everything- a therapy, a way of expressing 

my feelings, thoughts, hopes and dreams, barring my stint 

with MSN I never used a pseudonym to write or blog, or 

facebook, because from the very beginning I was unemployed, 

and had no family to answer to, so I decided I will always 

write as who I am, Sharmishtha Basu, wont use any 
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pseudonym, will love the glory and suffer the wrath 

whichever comes. I am not keen to share my toils with a 

pseudonym  anywhere. If I make a career in future (chances 

are negative) then my employer will have to be informed 

about my hyper active persona in writing/blogging etc. etc… 

so no worries for me! 

 

As I am an obsessed writer/illustrator you will see me all over Wordpress 
and Amazon. 

Start from here 

 

https://mydomainpvt.wordpress.com 

https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.facebook.com/sermistabasu 

https://in.linkedin.com/in/authorsharmishthabasu 

 

 

 

  

https://mydomainpvt.wordpress.com/
https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu
https://www.facebook.com/sermistabasu
https://in.linkedin.com/in/authorsharmishthabasu
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Parting words 

Adieu, goodbye, Namaste for this month! Shravana, 
Agnishatdal will return again with her little basket of goodies 
on 1st Bhadra 1423, that will be 18th August 2016. 
 
Hope you liked her little basket filled with talented works of 
her own, by own means people who have loved her, cherished 
her and lavished her with their works. There are a few of her 
own also, but her loved ones are the true stars of her basket. 
 
Feel free to join her, whenever you want, you may have to 
wait for a month or two to get published but she will publish 
your work if she likes it.  
 
As for the rules you can check out 
http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com 
 
Her facebook profile, page 

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal 

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine 

In the end  I will thank these people again from heart- 
My friends for sharing their priceless works. 
Wikipedia, vedpuran.wordpress.com for information. 
Google for information and  models for my illustrations (some). 
Kanchanmoni.org for the Bangla calendar dates, drikpanchang.com for the 
Hindu calendar. 
My graduation history book writer Dr. Atul  Chandra Roy for writing that 
book. 
Kazi Anirban for being an angel and sending me the priceless bio of Kazi 
Sabyasachi. 
  

http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine
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The Lotus of Fire 

 

 


